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Pursuant to MCL 24.245a(1) the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules has by a concurrent

majorrfy vote, waived the remaining session days for the following rule set:

JCAR No. 20-32
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Departrnent of Treasury
lnternet Gaming Rules

According to MCL 24.245a(3), if the Committee waives the remaining session days, the Michigan
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RICHARD S. KALM

EXEcUTIVE DIRECTOR

CERTIFICATE OF ADOPTION

I, Richard S. Kalm, Executive Director of the Michigan Gaming Control Board, on

behalf of the Michigan Gaming Control Board, do formally adopt the attached

administrative rules, R 432.611, R 432.612,R 432.613, R 432.6L3a, R 432'614, R

432.6L4a,R 432.6L4b, R 432.614c, R 432.674d,R 432.6L4e,R 432.615, R 432.675a,

R 432.6L6,R 432.616a, R 432.616b,R 432.677,R 432.618, R 432.621, R 432.62ta,R

432.62Ib,R 432.62Lc,R 432.621d, R 432.62Ie,R 432.62If,R 432.6219, R 432.62th,

R 432.62Ii,R 432.621j, R 432.621k, R 432.622,R 432.623,R 432.624,R 432.624a,R

432.625,R 432.625a,R 432.625b, R 432.625c,R 432.626,R 432.627,R 432.628, R

432.628,a,R 432.628b, R 432.628c, R 432.629, R 432.631, R 432.632,R 432.632a, R

432.632b,R 432.633, R 432.633a, R 432.633b, R 432.634, R 432.635,R 432.636, R

432.637,R 432.637a,R 432.638, R 432.639, R 432.639a,R 432.639b, R 432.639c, R

432.63gd,,R 432.64L,R 432.642,R 432.643, R 432.644,R 432.645,R 432.647,R

432.648,R 432.649,R 432.651, R 432.651a, R 432.65Ib,R 432.651c,R 432.652,R

432.653,,R 432.654, R 432.655,R 432.655a, R 432.655b,R 432.655c,R 432.655d, R

432.655e,R 432.656,R 432.657,R 432.658, R 432.659, R 432.661,R 432.662,R

432.663, R 432.663 a,R 432.663b, R 432.663c,R 432.664,R 432.665,R 432.665a, R

432.665b,R 432.666,R 432.667,R 432.668, R 432.67L,R 432.672, R 432.673, R

432.674,R 432.675, and R 432.676 titled the Internet Gaming Rules.

These rules are adopted under authority conferred on the Michigan Gaming Control
Board by section 10 of lawful internet gaming act,2079 PA 152, MCL 432.370.

ffi /naNovemb er 24.2O20
Date Richard S. Kalm, Executive Director

Michigan Gaming Control Board



GRETCHEN WHITMER
GOVERNOR

STATE OF MICHIGAN

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS ORLENE HAWKS
DIRECTOR

LEG R TIO FR

I certify that I have examined the attached administrative rules, dated October 8,2020, in

which the Department of Treasury proposes to modifi a portion of the Michigan Administrative

Code entitled "Internet Gaming Rules" by:

i Adding R 432.61 l, R 432.612, R 432.613, R 432.613a, R 432.61 4, R 432.61 4a'

R 432.61 4b, R 432.61 4c, R 432.61 4d, R 432.61 4e, R 432.61 5, R 432.6 1 5a' R

432.61 6, R. 432.61 6a, R 432.61 6b, R 432.6 1 7, R 432.6 I 8, R 432.621, R 432.621 a,

R 432.621b, R 432.621 c, R 432.621 d, R 432.62 I e, R 432.621 f , R 432.621 g, R

432.621h, R 432.62 I i, R 432.621 i, R 432.621k, R 432.622, R 432.623, R 432.624,

R 432.624a,R 432.625,R 432.625a,R 432.625b,R 432.625c, R 432.626,R 432.627,

R 432.628,'R 432.628a, R 432.628b, R 432.628 c, R 4 3 2. 6 29, R 432.63 1, R 432.632,

R 432.632a, R 432.632b, R 432.63 3, R 432.633 a, R 432.63 3 b, R 432.63 4, R 432.63 5,

R 432.63 6, R 432.637, R 432.637 a, R 432.638, R 432.639, R 432.639 a, R 432'639b,

R 432.639 c, R 432.639 d, R 432.64 l, R 432.642, R 432.643, R 432.644, R 432.645,

R 432.647, R 432.648, R 432.649, R 432.65 l, R 432.65 | a, R 432.65 I b, R 432.65 | c,

R 432.652, R 432.653,R 432.654,R 432.655,R 432.655a,R 432.655b, R 432.655c'

R 432.655d ,R 432.655e,R 432.656,R 432.657,R 432.658, R 432'659,R 432.661,

R 432.662, R 432.663, R 432.663 a, R 432,663b, R 432.663 c, R 432.664, R 432.665,

R 432.665 a, R 432.665b, R 432.666, R 432.667, R 432.668, R 432.67 l, R 432.67 2,

R 432.673, R 432.67 4, R 432.67 5, and R 432'67 6'

The Legislative Service Bureau has approved the proposed rules as to form,

classifi cation, and arrangement.

I approve the rules as to legality pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, MCL

24.201 etiiq. and Executive Order No. 2019-6. In certifying the rules as to legality, I have

determine,d that they are within the scope of the authority of the agency, do not violate

constitutional righti, and are in conformity with the requirements of the Administrative

Procedures Act.

Dated: October 8,2020

Michigan Office of Administrative Hearings and Rules

.ffi^"Ut"*y""U'
By

Katie Wienczewski,
Attorney

MICHIGAN OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS AND RULES

611 WEST OTTAWA STREET ' LANSING, MICHIGAN 49809

MOAHR-Rules@michiqan.qov . (517) 335-8658



STATIVE

AU Legal Division
Since l94l Kevin H. Studebaker, Director

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL

On behalf of the Legislative Service Bureau, and as required by section 45 of the

Administrative Procedures Act of 1969, 1969PA 306, MCL 24.245,I have examined the

proposed rules of the Department of Treasury dated Octob er 8, 2020, adding R 432.6 1 1, R

432.612,R432.613,R432.6I3a,P.432.614,R432.614a,Pt432.614b,P*432.614c, R 432.614d,

R432.614e,Pt432.615,F.432.615a,P.432.616,P.432.616a,Pt432.616b, R 432.617, R432.618,

R432.621,R432.621a,F.432.621b,R432.621c,R432.621d,P.432.621e, R 432.621f,R

432.6219,R 432.621h,R 432.621i,R 432.621j,P.432.621k,R 432.622,R 432.623,R 432.624,

R432.624a,Pt432.625,F.432.625a,F.432.625b,P.432.625c, R 432.626,P.432.627,Ft432.628,

R432.628a,P.432.628b,Pt432.628c, R 432.629,F.432.631,F.432.632,F.432.632a,R

432.632b,R 432.633,R 432.633a,R 432.633b,P.432.634,R 432.635,F.432.636,R 432.637,R

432.637a, R 432.638, F.432.639,R 432.639UP.432.639b,P.432.639c,F.432.639d,F.432.641,

R432.642,R 432.643,P.432.644,R 432.645,P.432.647,F.432.648,R432.649, R 432.651, R

432.651a,F.432.651b, R 432.651c,P.432.652,R432.653,R432.654,R432.655,R432.655a, R

432.655b,R432.655c,P.432.655d,Pt432.655e,Pt432.656,P.432.657,F.432.658, R432.659, R

432.661,R432.662,R 432.663,R 432.663a,P.432.663b,R 432.663c,R 432.664, R 432.665, R

432.665 a, R 432.66 5b, R 432.666, R 432.667, R 432.668, R 432.67 l, R 432.67 2, R 432.67 3, R

432.674,P.432.675, and R 432.676 of the Department's rules entitled "Internet Gaming Rules."

I approve the rules as to form, classification, and arrangement.

Michigan Legislature
l24W. Allegan Street, 3'd Floor . P.O. Box 30036 r Lansing, MI 48909-7536 . (517) 373-9425 o Fax: (517) 373-5642



Dated: October 8,2020

LEGISLATIVE SERVICE BUREAU

By

Elizabeth R. Edberg,
Legal Counsel



DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

MICHIGAN GAMING CONTROL BOARD

INTERNET GAMING RULES

Filed with the secretary of state on Decembet 2,2020

These rules take effect immediately upon filing with the secretary of state unless

adopted under section 33,44, or 45a(6) of the administrative procedures act of 1969,

196-9 pA 306, MCL 24.233,24.244, or 24.245a. Rules adopted under these sections

become effective 7 days after filing with the secretary of state.

(By authority conferred on the Michigan Gaming Control Board by section 10 of the

lawful internet gaming act,2079PA152, MCL 432'310)

R 432.611, R 432.612, R 432.613, R 432.613a, R 432.614, R 432.614a, R 432.614b, R

432.614c, R 432.614d, R 432.614e, R 432.615, R 432.615a, R 432.616, R 432.616a, R

432.616b, R 432.617, R 432,618, R 432.621, R 432.621a, R 432.621b, R 432.621c, R

432.621d, R 432.621e, R 432.621f , R 432.621g, R 432.621h, R 432.621i, R 432.621i, R

432.62tk, R 432.622, R 432.623, R 432.624, R 432.624a, R 432.625, R 432.625a, R

432.625b, R 432.625c, R 432.626, R 432.627, R 432.628, R 432.628a, R 432.628b, R

432.628c, R 432.629, R 432.631, R 432.632, R 432.632a, R 432.632b, R 432.633, R

432.633a, R 432.633b, R 432.634, R 432.635, R 432.636, R 432.637, R 432.637a, R

432.638, R 432.639, R 432.639a, R 432.639b, R 432.639c, R 432.639d, R 432.641, R

432.642,R432.643,F.432.644,Pt432.645,Ft432.647,P.432.648,F.432.649,P.432.651,
R 432.651a, R 432.651b, R 432.651c, R 432.652, R 432.653, R 432.654, R 432.655, R

432.655a, R 432.655b,R 432.655c, R 432.655d,R 432.655e, R 432.656, R 432.657, R

432.658, R 432.659, R 432.661, R 432.662, R 432.663, R 432.663a, R 432.663b, R

432.663c, R 432.664, R 432.665, R 432.665a, R 432.665b, R 432.666, R 432.667, R

432.668, R 432.671, R 432.672, R 432.673, R 432.674, R 432.675, and R 432.676 are

added to the Michigan Administrative Code, as follows:

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

P.432.611 Definitions.
Rule 61 1. As used in these rules:

(a) "Act" means the lawful internet gaming act,2019 PA I52, MCL 432.30I to MCL
432.322.

(b) "Affiliate" means a person that, directly or indirectly, through 1 or more

intermediaries, controls or is controlled by an internet gaming operator.

(c) "Affiliate marketer" means a person involved in promoting, marketing, and directing

business to online gaming sites who is compensated based on the volume of customer

referrals to an online gaming site or customer activity, including but not limited to,

October 8,2020
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number of registrations, number of depositing registrations, or wagering activity, or

both.
(d) "Agent" means any individual who is employed by any agency of this state, other' 

than the board, the state police, or attorney general, and who is assigned to perform

full-time services on behalf of or for the benefit of the board regardless of the title or

position held by that individual.
(e) ;'Authorized game" means any internet game that the board determines to be suitable

for use for wagering through the internet, which must include, but need not be limited

to, poker, blackjack, cards, slots, games played with dice or tiles, or both, such as

rouiette, craps, pai gow, and other games typically offered at a casino. An authorized

game does not include any of the following: pick numbers or other lottery games

typically offered by the bureau of lottery under the McCauley-Traxler-Law-Bowman-
McNeely lottery act,L972PA239,MCL 432.I to 432.47; a lawful fantasy contest; or

any lawful internet sporls betting.
(f) "Authorized participant session" means the period of time that an authorized

participant is logged on to an internet gaming platform.
(g) ;'Conflict of interest" means a situation, relationship, or association in which the

private interest of employees, agents, and contractors of the board may influence the

judgment of the employee, agent, or contractor in the performance of his or her public

duty under the act.
(h) "Contractor" means any individual not employed by this state who performs services

on behalfofor for the benefit ofthe board and requires unescorted access to board

facilities.
(i) "Excluded person" means any individual who has been involuntarily placed in the

responsible gaming database by the executive director and who is prohibited from

establishing an internet wagering account or participating in internet wagering, or

both, offered under the act or these rules.

O "Executive Director" means the executive director of the Michigan gaming control

board, appointed under section 4 of the Michigan Gaming Control and Revenue Act,

I996rL 1, MCL 432.204.
(k) "Game server" means a server that contains game software and control programs.

(l) "Internet gaming network" means the linking of authorized participants of 1 or more

Intemet gaming operators to participate in peer-to-peer gaming in this state. An
internet gaming network does not include linking of authorized participants pursuant

to a multijurisdictional internet gaming agreement entered into in accordance with the

act.
(m)"Interactive gaming system" means the hardware, software, firmware,

communications technology and other equipment that allows an authorized
participant to remotely bet or wager through the internet or a similarly distributed
networking environment, and the corresponding equipment related to game outcome

determination, the display of the game and game outcomes, and other similar
information necessary to facilitate play of the game. The internet gaming platform
provides the authorizedparticipant with the means to play authorized games. The

internet gaming platform provides the internet gaming operator with the means to

review internet wagering accounts, disable games, generate various gaming/financial

transaction and account reports, input outcomes for live internet games, and set any
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configurable parameters. The term does not include computer equipment or

communications technology used by an authorized participant to access the

interactive gaming system. Unless otherwise specified in these rules, the term

internet gaming platform includes the entire interactive gaming system inclusive of
remote gaming systems.

(n) "Key person" means any of the following except as otherwise provided in paragraph

(vii):
(i) A director of the applicant.
(iD A managerial employee of the applicant that performs the function of principal

executive officer, principal operations officer, or principal accounting offlrcer.

(iiD A person who holds more than 5olo ownership interest in the applicant.
(iv) An affiliate of the applicant.
(v) A director of an affiliate of the applicant.
(vi) A managerial employee of an affiliate of an applicant that performs the function

of principal executive officer, principal operations officer, or principal
accounting officer.

(vii) "Key person" does not include an elected or appointed representative of any

applicant or licensee that is a federally recognized Indian tribe located in this state

unless the representative is also a full-time employee of the applicant's or licensee's

internet gaming operations. A key person for an Indian tribe includes a primary
management ofhcial of the applicant who has management responsibilities for the

applicant' s internet gaming operations.
(o) "Licensee" means a person who holds a license under the act.
(p) "Live game" means a game conducted by a gaming attendant (e.g., dealer, croupier,

etc.) or other gaming equipment (e.g., an automated roulette wheel, ball blower, or
gaming device), or both, in a live game environment in which authorized participants

have the ability to review game play and communicate game decisions through the

internet gaming platform. Live games include, but are not limited to, live card games,

live table games, and live play of gaming devices, and other live authorized games.

(q) "Live game environment" means a physical location that utilizes live video streaming

technology to provide live games to a remote player device that permits the

authorized participant to participate in live streamed games, interact with game

attendants, and interact with fellow authorized participants.
(r) "Peer-to-peer gaming" means all gaming activity, such as poker, where authorized

participants are directly competing against each other but not the licensee.

(s) "Prohibited person" means any excluded person, any voluntarily-excluded person,

and all of the following:
(i) An individual who is under the age of 21.
(ii) Any employee of, or appointee to, the Michigan gaming control board.
(iii) Employees of an internet gaming operator. An employee of an internet gaming

operator shall not create an intemet wagering account or place an internet wager

with the internet gaming operator for which he or she is employed unless using a

test account under F.432.639a.
(iv) Emptoyees of an internet gaming platform provider. An employee of an intemet

gaming platform provider shall not create an internet wagering account or place

an internet wager with the internet gaming operator for which the intemet
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gaming platform provider supplies the internet gaming platform unless using a

test account under R 432.639a.
(v) Employees or appointees of a tribal gaming regulatory agency with jwisdiction

over internet gaming being operated under the tribe's gaming ordinance and the

Indian gaming regulatory act, 18 USC 1 166 to I 168 and 25 USC 2701 to 2721.

(vi) Occupational licensees and applicants. Occupational licensees and applicants

shall not place wagers with the internet gaming operator or intemet gaming

platform provider for which they are employed or for which they had to qualiff.
(vii) An individual not in an authorized location to make a wager.
(viii) An individual placing an internet wager on behalf of another
(ix) An individual wagering in violation of state, tribal, or federal law.
(x) Other prohibited persons as determined by the board.

(t) "Publicly traded corporation" means any corporation or other legal entity regulated

by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under the securities exchange act of
1934, 15 USC 78ato 78qq, or securities act of 1933, 15 USC 77ato 77aa.

(u) "Random number generator" or "RNG" means a computational or physical device,

algorithm, or system designed to produce numbers in a manner indistinguishable from

random selection. .

(v) "Remote gaming system" means hardware and software used to provide authorized

internet games to an authorizedparticipant on an internet gaming platform. The

remote gaming system may contain features common to game offerings, game

configurations, the random number generator, and reporting. The remote gaming

system may be a standalone system or integrated within another part of the internet
gaming platform.

(w) "Remote player device" means an authorized participant-owned device that at a

minimum will be used for the execution of game play. Examples of a remote player

device include a personal computer, mobile phone, tablet, etc.

(x) "secure transaction file" means a file that contains data that cannot be modified
without detection.

(y) "Self-authentication process" means a method used by a system to veri$ the validity
of software and includes the following:
(i) The method requires the calculation of an output digest that is compared to a
secure embedded value.
(ii) The output digest must be of 128-bit complexity, at a minimum.
(iii) Software is authenticated if the calculated digest equals the secure embedded

value.
(z) "Self-exclusion list" means a list of individuals who voluntarily excluded themselves

from establishing or maintaining an intemet wagering account with an internet
gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider.

(aa) "strong authentication" means a method that has been demonstrated to the

satisfaction of the board to effectively provide higher security than a username and

password alone.
(bb) "Suspended account" means an internet wagering account that has been

temporarily disabled from engaging in wagering activity.
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(cc) "Targeted mailing" means an advertisement or promotional offer from an internet

gu-ing operator or an internet gaming supplier directed to an individual on the basis

of sp"Cinl criteria, such as being a member or former member of a rewards club or a

participant in social games. "Targeted mailing" does not include mass

communication, including mailings or e-mailings, made to an entire area or zip code

or targeted list, nor does it include an advertisement that arrives in a packet of 5 or

more non-gaming advertisements, if the packet of advertisements is addressed to

"resident," "occupant," or some similar wording and not to a specific individual.

"Targeted mailing" further does not include any "pop-up" advertisement that appears

on an individual's computer or mobile device on the basis of his or her IP Address.

(dd) "Theoretical return to player" or "RTP" means the expected percentage of bets or

wagers that aspecific game will return to the player in the long run. The RTP can be

calculated via either a theoretical or simulated approach. The method used for
calculation depends on the game type.

(ee) "Things of value" means anything of value that may be used to place an internet

wager.
(ff "Voluntarily-excluded person" means any individual whose name is included, at his

or her own request, in the responsible gaming database or on a self-exclusion list, or

both.

F.432.612 Terms defined in act.

Rule 612. Terms defined in the act have the same meaning when used in these rules.

P.432.613 Board duties, jurisdiction, and authority.
Rule 613. (1) To execute and administer the act for the purpose of licensing,

regulating, and enforcing lawful internet gaming, the board may do all of the following:
(a) Determine its practices and internal policies or procedures.

(b) Delegate to the executive director all powers and authority to act in the name of
the board with respect to all reasonable, necessary, and appropriate actions to

administer and carry out the administrative and executive functions of the board

including, but not limited to, the power to do any of the following:
(i) Execute and enter into contracts on behalf of the board'
(ii) Hire and fire employees of the board and administer oaths.

(iii) Issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of
documents.
(iv) Issue and renew licenses.
(v) Register vendors.
(vi) Conduct investigations, inspections, and audits, share information with law

enforcement agencies, conduct hearings, and settle alleged violations of the act and

these rules.
(vii) Engage in other functions necessary to the proper administration and

enforcement of the act and these rules.
(viii) Grant requests and waivers, answer inquiries, issue interpretations, and

otherwise take any action that is reasonably requested by applicants, licensees, and

vendors in furtherance of, and consistent with, the efficient administration and
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enforcement of the actandthese rules, as determined to be necessary or

appropriate by the executive director.
(2) The board may set hiring standards for employees.
(l) fn. board has general responsibility for the implementation of the act. The board's

duties include, but are not limited to, all of the following:
(a) Deciding in a reasonable period of time all license applications.

(b) Investigating applicants for licenses or registration. The board may grant licenses

or register persons in accordance with the act and these rules.

(c) Supervising internet wagering authorized by the act.

(d) Investigating alleged violations of the act or these rules and taking appropriate

disciplinary action against a licensee or any other person, or instituting appropriate

legal action for enforcement, or both.
(ej Conducting investigative and contested case hearings, issuing subpoenas, and

administering oaths and affirmations to the witnesses to exercise and discharge the

powers and duties of the board under the act.
(f Revoking or suspending licenses and registrations, and imposing fines as the board

considers necessary and in compliance with applicable laws of this state.

(g) Imposing fines against individuals, intemet gaming operators and internet gaming

suppliers for engaging in a fraudulent practice, for each violation of the act, these

rules, or any resolution or order of the board, or for any other action that the board

determines is a detriment or impediment to internet gaming.

(h) Taking any other action as may be reasonable or appropriate to enforce the act and

these rules.
(4) The board may seek and shall receive the cooperation and assistance of other

departments and agencies in conducting background investigations and in fulfilling its
responsibilities under the act.

F.432.6I3a Member, employee, or agent of board; conduct generally.

Rule 613a. (1) BV January 31 of each year, each member, the executive director, and all

employees of the board shall file 1 or more board disclosure forms. The board shall

determine the contents of the form, but it must include such information as necessary to

ensure the integrity of internet gaming and disclosure of all relevant financial
information. The form may be combined with similar forms required by other acts or

rules.
(2)It amember, the executive director, an employee, or an agent of the board negotiates

for, or acquires by any means, any interest in a licensee, applicant, or person affiliated
with a licensee or applicant, he or she must immediately provide written notice of the

details of the interest to the chairperson. The member, executive director, employee, or
agent of the board must not act on behalf of the board with respect to that licensee,

applicant or person affiliated with the licensee or applicant.
(3) A member, the executive director, an employee, or an agent of the board may enter

into any negotiations for employment with a licensee, applicant or affiliate of a licensee

or applicant. The member, executive director, employee, agent, licensee, applicant, or
affiliate must immediately notify the chairman and the executive director once the

invitation to negotiate has been extended. A potential employer asking if an individual
would be interested in a position or explaining the nature of a position does not constitute
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negotiations for employment. Further, an individual completing an employment

application does not constitute negotiations for employment. The member, executive

diiector, employee, or agent of the board must not take any action on behalf of the board

with respeclto that licensee, applicant, or person affiliated with a licensee or applicant

while the negotiations are ongoing. All members, the executive director, board

employees, agents, and contractors must, to the maximum extent possible, avoid

situations, relationships, or associations that may represent or lead to an actual or

perceived conflict of interest.
(4) A member, the executive director, an employee, or an agent, or their spouse, may not

accept any gift, gratuity, compensation, travel, lodging, or anything of value, directly or

indirectly, from any licensee, applicant, or an affiliate or representative of an applicant or

licensee, unless the acceptance conforms to a written policy issued by the chairperson.

The chairman may exempt attendance at a reception, and food and drink for immediate

consumption, from this policy. The policy must be publicly available and shared with all

licensees.
(5) A licensee, applicant, or an affiliate or representative ofan applicant or licensee, shall

not, directly or indirectly, give or offer to give any gift, gratuity, compensation, ttavel,
lodging, or things of value to any member, the executive director, an employee, or an

agent of the board that the member, employee, or agent of the board is prohibited from

accepting under subrule (4) of this rule.
(6) A licensee, applicant, or an affiliate or representative of an applicant or licensee must

not engage in ex parte communications with a member of the board. A member of the

board must not engage in any ex parte communications with a licensee, applicant, or
affiliate or representative of an applicant or licensee.
(7) Any member, licensee, applicant, or affiliate or representative of a board member,

licensee, or applicant who receives any ex parte communication in violation of subrule

(6) of this rule, or who is aware of an attempted communication in violation of subrule

(6) of this rule, must immediately report details of the communication or attempted
communication in writing to the chairperson.
(8) A member, the executive director, an employee, or an agent of the board must not
have an internet wagering account or participate in or wager on any internet gaming

conducted in this state except as part of the individual's surveillance, security, or other

official duty authorizedby the board.
(9) Violation of this rule by a licensee, applicant, or affiliate or a representative of a
licensee, applicant, or affiliate, may result in denial of an application for licensure,

revocation or suspension of a license, or other action by the board.
(10) Violation of this rule does not create a civil cause of action.

F.432.614 Denial or non-renewal hearings.
Rule 614. (1) A person whose application for a license or a transfer of ownership has

been denied, whose license has not been renewed, or who has been denied an approval

from the board required in these rules may request a hearing. The hearing must be de

novo.
(2) The person must submit an original hearing request, pleading, or other written
document to the board, serve each party or attorney of record, and provide a proof of
service on each party or attorney ofrecord.
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P.432.614a Request for hearing.

Rule 614a. (l) A request for hearing must meet all of the following requirements:

(a) Be in writing.
iU) Stut" the name, current address, and current telephone number of the petitioner.

(rj Stut" in detail the reasons why, and the facts upon which the petitioner will rely to

show that, the petitioner's application for a license should not have been denied, the

license should have been renewed, the transfer of ownership should have been

approved, or approval should have been granted.

tAj ge signed, virified, and dated. A petitioner must have the verification notaized

and include a certification stating, "Under the penalty of perjury, the undersigned has

examined this request for hearing and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is

true, complete, and correct."
(2) A requesffor hearing must be submitted within 21 days after service of the notice of
denial, notice of nonrenewal, or disapproval. A request for a hearing submitted by

certified mail or overnight express mail is considered submitted in a timely manner if it is
postmarked no later than2I days after service of a notice of denial, notice of nonrenewal,

or disapproval.
(3) A request for a hearing is considered granted unless denied.

(4) A request for a hearing may be withdrawn by the petitioner. If the request for hearing

is withdrawn, then the initial denial, nonrenewal, or disapproval becomes a final board

order.
(5) Unless the board denies a request for hearing, the board shall submit the request for

hearing to the appropriate state agency.
(6) Default judgment or dismissalmay result at arry stage of the proceeding.

R 432.614b Proceedings.
Rule 614b. (1) The burden of proof is at all times on the petitioner. The petitioner has

the affirmative responsibility of establishing, by clear and convincing evidence, any of
the following:

(a) The petitioner should have been awarded a license.

(b) The license should have been renewed.
(c) The transfer of ownership should have been approved.

(d) Approval should have been granted.

(2) The hearing must be conducted in accordance with the administrative procedures act

of 1969, 1969 PA 306, MCL 24.20I to 24.328, except as otherwise provided in these

rules or the act.

R432.614c Prohibition on ex parte communication.
Rule 614c. A party or its attorney must not communicate directly or indirectly with the

hearing officer regarding any pending matter, except upon notice and opportunity for all
partiesto participate. A party that engages in ex parte communication with the hearing

officer may be subject to sanctions and penalties.

R 432.614d Sanctions and penalties.
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Rule 614d. (l) The hearing officer may recommend sanctions and penalties if the

hearing officer finds that aparty has failed to appear at a scheduled hearing, has acted in

bad faith for the pulpose of delay, or has otherwise abused the hearing process.

Sanctions and penalties include, but are not limited to, a fine or default judgment or a

directed finding on 1 or more issues.

(2)It apetitioner refuses to testiff on his or her own behalf with respect to any question

propounded to him or her, then the hearing officer may infer that the testimony or answer

would have been adverse to the case of the petitioner.
(3) If the petitioner or attorney of record fails to answer a subpoena or refuses to testify

fully at the request of the board, then the failure may be considered independent grounds

for a finding that the petitioner should have been denied a license or the transfer of
ownership. The hearing officer may also infer from the failure to answer a subpoena or

refusal to testifu fully that the testimony would have been adverse to the petitioner.

R_432.6I4e Recording proceedings; transmittal of record and board action.

Rule 614e. (1) Oral proceedings involving contested issues must be recorded to ensure

the preservation of the testimony. A party may request a transcript of the proceedings'

The requesting party must pay for the transcript.
(2) Unless otherwise specified by the board, the hearing officer, within 60 days after the

conclusion of the hearing, or the submission of post-hearing briefs or proposed findings

of fact, shall issue, to the board and to the parties, written findings of fact,

conclusions of law, and recommendations. Findings of fact must be based exclusively on

testimony, evidence, and matters within the record. The findings of fact must be stated

separately.
(3) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or as set by the hearing officer, the

parties have 2l days after the service of the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and

recommendations of the hearing officer to file objections'
(4) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or as set by the hearing officer, the parties

may file a response to the objections within 21 days after service of the objections.
(5) After the time period for the parties to file objections and responses to those

objections, the hearing officer must transmit the entire record to the board.
(6) Before issuing a final order, the board must consider the record as a whole.
(7) After considering the record, the board may take any of the following actions:

(a) Affrrm the written recommendations, findings of fact, and conclusions of law

submitted by the hearing offtcer as its final board order'
(b) Issue a final order modiffing the written recommendations, findings of fact, and

conclusions of law submitted by the hearing officer.
(c) Issue a final order rejecting the written recommendations, findings of fact, and

conclusions of law submitted by the hearing officer.
(d) Issue an order remanding the matter, with instructions, to the hearing officer for
fuither proceedings.

(S) The board must serve copies of its orders on the parties.

(9) A board order becomes effective upon service.

R432.615 Request for declaratory ruling; form; contents.
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Rule 615. (1) An individual who requests a declaratory ruling from the board as to the

applicability to an actual state of facts of a statute, rule, resolution, or order administered,

promulgated, or issued by the board must do so in writing.
(Z; ttr. *titten request must contain the relevant and material facts along with a

reference to the statute, rule, resolution, or order applicable.

R 432.615a Declaratory ruling; notice of issuance; request for information or arguments;

hearing.
Rule 615a. (1) Within 90 days after the receipt of a request for a declaratory ruling, the

board shall issue a written notification by regular first-class mail to the petitioner and the

petitioner's legal counsel, if any, stating whether or not a declaratory ruling will be

issued.
(2) If the board decides to issue a declaratory ruling, the board may do any of the

following:
(a) Request more information from the individual.
(b) Request information from other interested parties'
(c) Request information from experts outside the board.

(d) Request oral or written arguments from interested parties.
(e) Hold a hearing upon proper notice to all interested parties.

(f) Decline to issue a declaratory ruling.

p.432.616 Reasons for investigation of, or disciplinary action against, licensee; hearing

procedure.
Rule 616. (1) The board may initiate an investigation or a disciplinary action, or both,

against a licensee if the board has reason to believe that at least 1 of the following
applies:

(a) The licensee is not maintaining suitability for licensure as provided by the act.

(b) The licensee is not complying with licensure conditions.
(c) The licensee is not complying with all laws, rules, orders, and resolutions.

(2) Before initiating disciplinary proceedings, the board must give notice and an

opportunity to show compliance under section 92 of the administrative procedures act of
1969, 1969 PA 306, MCL 24.292.
(3) An internet gaming operator is responsible for the conduct of any licensee it uses to

conduct internet wagering under the act. An internet gaming supplier is also responsible

for its conduct of internet gaming under the act and these rules. Any violation of the act

or the rules by the internet gaming operator in which the internet gaming supplier
participated in the action is also considered a violation by the internet gaming supplier,

and the board may hold both, or either, accountable for the violation.
(4) The board may initiate a disciplinary proceeding by designating a member or the

executive director to conduct a hearing or by initiating proceedings with the appropriate

state agency under the contested case provisions of chapter 4 of the administrative
procedures act of 1969 , 1 969 PA 3 06, MCL 24.27 | to 24 .288, and the rules promulgated

under that chapter.

R432.616a Actions available to hearing officer
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Rule 616a. (1) A hearing officer may recommend sanctions and penalties if the hearing

officer finds that aparty has failed to appear for a scheduled hearing, acted in bad faith

for the purpose of delay, or has otherwise abused the hearing pfocess.

(2)If arespondent fails to testify on the respondent's own behalf with respect to any

question piopounded to the respondent, the hearing officer may infer that the testimony

or answer would have been adverse to the case of the respondent.

(3) If the respondent or attorney of record fails to answer a subpoena or refuses to testifr
fuily at the request of the board, the failure may be considered independent grounds for a

finding that the respondent should be disciplined. The hearing officer may also infer that

the testimony would have been adverse to the respondent.

Pt432.616b Actions available to the board.

Rule 616b. The board may take any of the following disciplinary actions against a

licensee:
(a) Suspend, revoke, restrict, or place conditions on the license of a licensee.

(b) Require the removal of a licensee or the removal of an employee of a licensee.

(c) Impose a civil penalty for each violation of the act, tules, orders, or resolutions.

(d) Impose against an occupational licensee, for each violation of the act or these rules, a

civil penalty of not more than $10,000.00 as a result of the violation or attempted

violation of the act or these rules.
(e) Any other action considered necessary by the board to ensure compliance with the act

or these rules.

R 432.617 Special proceedings.
Rule 617. (1) The board may suspend a license without notice or hearing if the board

determines that the safety or health of persons or employees or the integrity of internet

gaming is jeopardized by continuing an operation or that the action is necessary for the

immediate preservation of the integrity of internet gaming, public peace, health, safety,

morals, good order, or general welfare.
(2) The suspension may remain in effect until the board determines that the cause for
suspension has been abated.
(3) Following a hearing, the board may revoke the license upon a determination that

satisfactory progress toward abating thehazard has not been made.

R 432.618 Waiver of requirements.
Rule 618. The board may, in writing, waive, restrict, or alter any requirement or

procedure set forth in these rules, if the board determines any of the following:
(a) That the requirement or procedure is impractical or burdensome.

(b) That the waiver, restriction, or alteration is in the best interest of the public and

the internet gaming.
(c) That the waiver, restriction, or alteration is not outside the technical requirements

necessary to serve the purpose of the requirement or procedure.

PART 2. LICENSING: OPERATOR, SUPPLIER, OCCUPATIONAL; VENDOR
REGISTRATION
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p.432.621 Required notification of anticipated or actual changes in key person of
internet gaming operator and internet gaming supplier'
Rule 62i. An internet gaming operator applicant or licensee must notiff the board

before any anticipated or actual change in key person. An internet gaming supplier

applicant or licensee must noti$ the board of any change in key person within 30 days

after appointment.

R 432.62Ia Notification of new financial sources of internet gaming platform providers.

Rule 621a. An intemet gaming platform provider applicant or licensee must notifu the

board, in writing, as soon as practicable, after it becomes aware that it intends to enter

into a transaction related in any way to its development and operations that may result in

any new financial backers, investors, mortgagees, bondholders, or holders of indentures,

,rot.r, or other evidences of indebtedness of the applicant or licensee. A publicly traded

corporation is considered to have complied with this rule if it has complied with the

reporting requirements in R 432.621d.

R 432.621b Notification by applicants or licensees required.

Rule 621b. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier applicant or

licensee, affiliate that has control of an internet gaming operator applicant or licensee, or

other person that has control of an internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier

applicant or licensee must notifr the board, as soon as practicable after it becomes aware

that, with regard to any such company, any person or individual has:

(a) Beneficially acquired more thanSYo of any class of the company's equity securities.

(b) The ability to control the company.
(c) The ability to elect I or more directors of the company.

(2) To the extent known by the internet gaming operator license or internet gaming

supplier license applicant or licensee, the required notification must include the name,

business address, phone number, and other personal identification information for each

person.
(3) A person applying for or holding an internet gaming operator license or internet
gaming supplier license must report to the board the election or appointment of a director

or officer of that applicant or licensee or a holding company of that applicant or licensee

who is actively and directly engaged in the administration or supervision of that

applicant's or licensee's internet gaming operation.
(4) A person who applies for or holds an intemet gaming operator license and all other

persons covered by this part must file any other document requested by the board to

snsure compliance with the act or this part within 30 days after the board request or at

another time established by the board.
(5) A publicly traded corporation is considered to have complied with this rule if it has

complied with the reporting requirements in R 432.62Id.

R 432.62tc Required notification of formation, dissolution, or transfer of subsidiaries.

Rule 621c. (l) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier applicant or

licensee, affiliate that has control of an internet gaming operator applicant or licensee, or
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other person that has control of an internet gaming operator or intemet gaming supplier

applicant or licensee, must report, in writing, to the board, as soon as practicable, the

foimation or dissolution of, or any transfer of, a nonpublicly traded or publicly traded

interest in an internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier applicant or licensee,

affiliate that has control of an internet gaming operator applicant or licensee, or other

person that has control of an internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier

applicant or licensee.
(2) Apublicly traded corporation is considered to have complied with this rule if it has

complied with the reporting requirements in R 432.621d.

R 432.62I d Pubticly traded corporation reporting requirements.

Rule 621d. (1) A publicly traded corporation or other person that applies for or holds an

internet gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license who is a public
reporting company under the securities exchange act of 1934, 15 USC 78a to 78qq, or

the securities act of 1933,15 USC Tlato 77aa,must submit a copy of all submissions

required by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission to the board in a format
prescribed by the board. The submissions are due within 14 days of the filing dates

required by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
(2)If apublicly traded corporation or other person that applies for or holds an internet
gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license receives any material
document filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission by any other person

relating to the publicly traded corporation, the person must file 1 copy of the document

with the board within 14 days after receipt of the material.
(3) A publicly traded corporation or other person that applies for or holds an internet
gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license must file a list of record

holders of its voting securities with the board annually.

R 432.621 e Exemption for institutional investors.
Rule 621e. (1) An institutional investor who acquires beneficial ownership of a person

that has applied for or holds an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming

supplier license must notiff the board within 14 days after the institutional investor
acquires the interest or files form 13-D or 13-G with the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, or both, and must provide additional information, and may be subject to a
finding of suitability, as required by the board.
(2) An institutional investor who acquires and holds a less than25o/o interest for
investment purposes only in a person that has applied for or holds an internet gaming

operator license or intemet gaming supplier license in this state may, in a manner and

form prescribed by the board, file an exemption form to establish exemption from the

eligibility and suitability requirements of the act.

(3) The licensee in whom the institutional investor acquires the interest must file an

application for approval of the transfer within 30 days after the transfer. Within the same

time period, the institutional investor must file either an exemption form if the

institutional investor holds the interest for investment purposes only or an application and

disclosure forms as part of the licensee's application if the institutional investor does not
hold the interest for investment purposes only.
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( ) The board may requirethatany person, including an institutional investor, seeking

approval to hold ownership interests subject to this part apply for a finding of suitability

in accordance with this rule if the board considers the finding of suitability necessary to

ensure compliance with the act and these rules. If the board denies a request for an

institutionai investor exemption, the institutional investor must, within 30 days, either

divest itself of the interest or file application and disclosure forms as part of the relevant

licensee's license.
(5) The following activities are considered to be consistent with holding equity securities

for investment purposes only under this rule:
(a) Voting, directly or indirectly, through the delivery of a proxy furnished by the

board of directors, on all matters voted on by the holders of the voting securities.

(b) Serving as a member of a committee of creditors or security holders formed in

connection with a debt restructuring.
(c) Nominating a candidate for election or appointment to the board of directors in
connection with a debt restructuring.
(d) Accepting appointment or election as a member of the board of directors in

connection with a debt restructuring and serving in that capacity until the conclusion

of the member's term.
(e) Making financial and other inquiries of management of the type normally made by

securities analysts for information purposes and not to cause a change in its
management, policies, or operations.
(f) Other activities that the board determines to be consistent with the investment

intent.
(6) If an institutional investor acquires 25Yo or more ownership interest of a licensee, the

institutional investor must notifu the board within 14 days of acquiring the ownership

interest.

Pt432.621f Applicability of parq transfer of ownership interest; limitation.
Rule 621f. (1) An interest in a person applying for or holding an internet gaming

operator license or internet gaming supplier license may only be transferred in
accordance with this part.
(2) The following persons must provide notice to the board no later than 30 days after

execution of the transfer:
(a) Except for an internet gaming platform provider, a person that transfers or acquires

greater than a 5olo interest in a person that has applied for or holds an internet
gaming operator license or an internet gaming supplier license in this state.

(b) Except for an internet gaming platform provider, a person who, as a result of an

acquisition, has acquired an interest totaling greater than 5oh in a person that has

applied for or holds an internet gaming operator license or an internet gaming

supplier license in this state.

(3) Except as stated in subrules (5) and (6) of this rule, the following persons must

provide notice to the board 30-days before execution ofa transfer:
(a) A person that intends to transfer or acquire greater than a 5%o interest in a person

that has applied for or holds an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming

platform provider in this state.
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(b) A person who, as a result of an acquisition, will acquire an interest totaling greater

than5Yo in a person that has applied for or holds an internet gaming operator

license or is an internet gaming platform provider in this state.

(4) The board must determine whether the person acquiring the interest is eligible and

suitable under the standards set forth in the act and these rules, unless the board grants the

person an institutional-investor exemption under these rules or under section 6(t 1) or

8(10) of the act, MCL 432.306 and432.308. Once the board determines that the person

acquiring the interest is eligible and suitable under the standards set in the act and these

rules, the executive director may approve the transfer.
(5) A transfer of interest to an institutional investor that acquires or will have acquired,

upon completion of the transfer, less than 25o/o of the equity securities of a person that

applies for or holds an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier
license may occur without first receiving executive director approval if the equity

securities are held for investment purposes only but is subject to other requirements of
this part.
(6) A transfer of interest in an intemet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier
licensee may occur if the transfer is between persons the board has found eligible and

suitable for licensure during the licensing period in which the transfer occurs. In those

cases, approval of the transfer must be requested no later than 30 days after the transfer,

and the executive director may decide the application.
(7) If approval of the transfer of interest is denied by the executive director or the person

acquiring the interest is found unsuitable by the board, the transferee must divest itself of
the interest within 30 days after the date of the order denying approval.

R 432.6219 Application for transfer of ownership.
Rule 6219. (1) A person desiring to acquire an ownership interest in a person applying

for or holding an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license

must complete and submit application and disclosure forms, in the manner and form
prescribed by the board.
(2) A person desiring to acquire an interest in a person applying for or holding an internet
gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license must present evidence that

the person desiring to acquire the interest is eligible and suitable under the standards and

criteria for licensure set forth in the act and these rules.
(3) A person applying for or holding an internet gaming operator license or internet
gaming supplier license that is attempting to transfer an ownership interest must submit
any information or documentation considered necessary by the board to ensure

compliance with the act and these rules.

R 432.62Ih Transfer investigative costs and fees.

Rule 621h. An investigation fee may be assessed to the extent that there are costs

directly associated with the background investigation relating to the person desiring to

acquire an interest in an intemet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier. Unless

otherwise determined by the board, approval may be withheld until full payment of the

background investigation fees.

F.432.621i Denials.
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Rule 621i. If an application for a transfer of interest is denied, a notice of denial must

be issued.

p.432.621j Review of information at licensee's or applicant's premises; costs to internet

gaming operator and intemet gaming supplier.
Rule 62Ij. (1) The board may review, at the premises of the custodian of the

information, any information that the act or these rules provide for from any of the

following entities:
(a) A license applicant.
(b) A licensee.
(c) Akey person.

(2) If information is reviewed at the premises of the custodian of the information, the

license applicant or licensee must, as soon as practicable, reimburse the board for all
licensure investigation expenses incurred in performing the review at the premises of
the custodian of the information, including travel, food, and lodging that exceed the

amount of the application fee.

P.432.62Ik Applicant/licensee disclosure of representatives to act on their behalf before

the board.
Rule 621k. (1) An applicant or licensee must file, with the board, a list of persons

authorized to act on the applicant's or licensee's behalf as to any matter before the board.

An attorney appearing on behalf of an applicant or licensee in a matter before the board

must promptly file an appearance identiffing his or her client and the matter in which the

attorney will appear.
(2) A person holding or applying for a license must establish and identifr a representative

for the purpose of accepting service of process, notices, and other forms of
communication from the board for the person holding or applying for a license.

R 432.622 License classifications.
Rule 622. (l) The following licenses may be issued under the act and these rules:

(a) Internet gaming operator license.
(b) Internet gaming supplier license.

(2) The following persons are eligible to hold an internet gaming operator license:
(a) A person that holds a casino license under the Michigan Gaming Control and

Revenue Act,1996IL 1, MCL 432.201to 432.226.
(b) An Indian tribe that lawfully conducts class III gaming in a casino located in this

state under a facility license issued in accordance with a tribal gaming ordinance
approved by the chair of the National Indian Gaming Commission.

(3) A person that provides goods or services that directly affect wagering, play, and

results of internet games to intemet gaming operators is required to hold an internet
gaming supplier license. As used in this subrule, "internet gaming supplier" includes, but
is not limited to, the following:

(a) Internet gaming platform providers.
(b) Geofence providers.
(c) Providers of software that directly affect wagering, play, the results of an internet

game, or the integrity of internet gaming.
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(d) Providers hosting live intemet gaming data.

(e) Affiliate marketers that have an agreement based on the sharing of customer

revenue.
(f) Unless otherwise determined by the board, any other person that meets I or more

of the following uiteria:
(i) The person manufactures, supplies, or distributes devices, machines,

equipment, items, or articles that meet any of the following provisions:

(A)Are specifically designed for use in the conduct of internet gaming.

(B) Have the capacity to affect the outcome of an internet wager.

(C) Have the capacity to affect the calculation, storage, collection, or control

ofgross receipts.
(iD The person services or repairs internet gaming wagering devices, machines,

equipment, items, or articles impacting the integrity of internet gaming.

(iii) The person provides services directly related to the operation, security,

surveillance, or management of internet gaming.
(iv) The person provides other goods or services determined by the board to be so

utilized in, or incidental to, the operation of an intemet gaming operator that

the person must be licensed as an internet gaming supplier to protect the
public and enhance the credibility and integrity of intemet gaming in this

state.
(4) A person must be licensed as an internet gaming supplier before providing goods,

software, or services as an internet gaming supplier to an internet gaming operator.

R 432.623 Occupational licensing.
Rule 623. (1) An individual must have an occupational license if his or her duties

directly impact the integrity of internet gaming as determined by the board in its sole

discretion, subject to the following:
(a) The board shall exercise its disuetion with respect to any internet gaming

operator applicant or licensee that is an Indian tribe consistent with limitations
prescribed in the act.

(b) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier may provide an

explanation, such as a job description, to support an allegation that a position

should not require an occupational license.
(c) Elected or appointed officials of a federally recognized Indian tribe located within

this state are exempt from any occupational licensing requirement unless they are

employees of the tribe's intemet gaming operation.
(2) The following individuals when employed by an internet gaming operator or

internet gaming supplier are considered by the board to directly impact the

integrity of internet gaming:
(a) An individual who has the capability to directly affect the outcome of an

internet wager or game.
(b) An individual who has the capability of affecting a payout to an authorized

participant.

(3) An individual applying for an occupational license must complete an application

in the manner and form prescribed by the board and submit it together with the
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required application fee and a written statement from an internet gaming operator

or internet gaming supplier indicating that it has employed or will employ the

individual if the individual is licensed.

(4) If a preliminary review of the application and criminal history check does not

uncover or indicate any circumstance that may require denial of the application

under the licensing standards established in this rule, a temporary occupational

license may be issued. The temporary occupational license authorizes the

individual to perform the employment duties for which the license is sought,

pending action on the license application. A temporary license is valid until the

occupational license application is withdrawn or denied, the temporary license is

suspended or revoked, or the license is issued by the board'
(5) An individual has the burden to establish by clear and convincing evidence his or her

suitability as to character, reputation, integrity, and responsibility.
(6) The board may, in its discretion, deny an occupational license to an individual who is

or does any of the following:
(a) Fails to disclose or states falsely any information requested in the application.
(b) Has been convicted of a criminal offense involving gambling, dishonesty, theft, or

fraud in any jurisdiction. However, the board may waive this requirement if the

conviction occurred more than 5 years before the applicant applies for a license

and the board is convinced that the applicant does not pose a threat to the integrity
of internet gaming and the applicant otherwise meets the requirements of this rule.

(c) Has a history of noncompliance with any regulatory requirements in this state or
any other jurisdiction.

(d) Lacks the requisite suitability as to integrity and character as determined by the

board.
(e) Has had a prior gambling related license or license application suspended,

restricted, revoked, or denied for just cause in any other jurisdiction.
(7) The board shall decide whether to grant or deny the application for an occupational

license. The decision must not be arbitrary or capricious.
(8) Upon granting the application for an occupational license and payment of the

licensing fee, the executive director shall issue the occupational license.

(9) The occupational license is not transferable to another individual.
(10) An occupational licensee must have on his or her person the license while

working for the applicable internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier in
this state during work hours.

(11) The board may exempt an individual from any or all of the occupational licensing
requirements if any of the following apply:
(a) The individual is licensed under the Michigan Gaming Control and Revenue

Act,1996IL 1, MCL 432.201to MCL 432.226.
(b) The individual is licensed under the lawful sports betting act,20l9 PA 149,

MCL 432.401to MCL 432.419.
(c) The individual is licensed by another governmental agency.
(d) The board determines, in its sole discretion, that licensing is not considered

necessary to protect the public interest or accomplish the policies of the act.

(I2) An individual exempted from occupational licensing may be required to
register with the board using a form prescribed by the board.
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(13) The board may suspend, revoke, summarily suspend, or refuse to renew a license

forjust cause.
(14) An occupational license is valid for 2 years and must be renewed as prescribed by

the board. If the occupational licensee files a renewal request and pays the

licensing fee in a timely manner and in the manner and form prescribed by the

board, the licensee's existing occupational license does not expire until a decision

on the application for renewal is made.

P.432.624 Fees, fines, taxes, payments, and assessments'

Rule 624. (1) All fees, fines, taxes, payments, and assessments provided for under the

act and these rules must be timely submitted to the board by a payment method

acceptable to the board, such as a certified check, cashier's check, money order made

payable to "State of Michigan," or electronic transfer of funds.
(2) An internet gaming operator must remit the tax or payment imposed by the act to the

board by an electronic transfer of funds. An internet gaming operator licensee must

maintain an account at a designated financial institution that is capable of handling
electronic fund transfers.
(3) The following nonrefundable license application fees must be submitted to the board,

together with the required license application form or forms, for the corresponding

license classification to which the fees relate:
(a) Internet gaming operator license application: $50,000.00.
(b) Internet gaming supplier license application: $2,500.00.
(c) Occupational license application: $250.00.

(4) The license application fee will be used by the board to conduct an appropriate

background investigation of the applicant as prescribed by the board, the act, and these

rules. No portion of a remitted application fee will be refunded.
(5) An additional background investigation charge may be assessed to the extent the

board's direct investigative costs exceed the applicant's application fee. Unless otherwise

determined by the board, a license may not be issued until payment of the additional
assessed charge for completion of the background investigation is received by the board.

(6) A licensee may also be assessed the board's direct investigative costs arising from a

background investigation for renewal of a license to the extent the costs exceed the

application fees. The board may deny a renewal application if the licensee does not pay

the additional assessed costs by a date set by the board.
(7) The following license fees must be submitted to the board by the applicant upon

initial issuance of the license under the act and these rules:
(a) Internet gaming operator license: $100,000.00.
(b) Internet gaming supplier license: $5,000.00.
(c) Occupational license: $250.00.

(8) The following license fees must be submitted to the board by the licensee after the
initial license is issued under the act and these rules:

(a) Internet gaming operator license annual fee: $50,000.00
(b) Internet gaming supplier license annual fee: $2,500.00.
(c) Occupational license biennial fee: $250.00.

R 432.624a Deposit of fees, fines, taxes, payments, and assessments.
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Rule 624a. Except as provided in sections 15 and 15a of the act, MCL 432.315 and

432.315a, all fees, fines, taxes, payments, and assessments imposed by this state under

the act and these rules must be deposited into the internet gaming fund'

R 432.625 Investigation process for internet gaming operators and internet gaming

suppliers.
Rule 625. The board shall conduct a background investigation on an applicant subject

to the limitations of section 6 of the act, MCL 432.306,when the applicant is an Indian

tribe. The board shall also use the information provided in the application and disclosure

form or forms as a basis for a background investigation and to evaluate and determine the

eligibility and suitability of the applicant to receive an internet gaming operator license or

internet gaming supplier license under the licensing standards and criteria provided in the

act andthese rules. A misrepresentation or omission in the application is cause for the

denial, suspension, restriction, or revocation of an internet gaming operator license or

internet gaming supplier license by the board.

F.432.625a Persons required to be found eligible and suitable.
Rule 625a. (1) The board shall not issue or renew an internet gaming operator license or

internet gaming supplier license unless every person required by the act and these rules as

part of the application for issuance or renewal of the license has first been determined by

the board to be eligible and suitable in accordance with the relevant licensing standards

set forth in the act and these rules.
(2) Unless otherwise prescribed by the board, the following persons are required to be

found eligible and suitable as part of the application for the issuance, or request for
renewal, of an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license:

(a) A person who is required to apply for an internet gaming operator license or
internet gaming supplier license under the act and these rules.

(b) A person who is included in the term "applicant" as defined in section 3 of the

act, MCL 432.303.
(c) A person who is a key person.
(3) A person required to be found eligible and suitable as part of the application for

issuance or renewal of an internet gaming operator license or internet gaming

supplier license must complete and file with the board an application and required

disclosure forms in the manner and form prescribed by the board.

(4) A person that applies for or holds an internet gaming operator or internet gaming

supplier license must ensure that all persons who are required by the act and these

rules to establish their eligibility and suitability as part of the applicant's
application for the issuance, or the licensee's maintenance or renewal, of the

internet gaming operator license or internet gaming supplier license have filed,
with the board, all required applications, reports, and disclosure forms in the

manner and form prescribed by the board.

F.432.625b License issuance by the board-standards and criteria.
Rule 625b. (1) Except to the extent the board may require different or additional

procedures, an applicant for an internet gaming operator license or intemet gaming

supplier license is subject to all of the following before licensing:
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(a) Application
(b) Background investigation
(c) Action and decision by the board on the application.

(2) Aperson that is required to be licensed as an internet gaming operator or internet

gaming supplier under the act and these rules must, before issuance of an internet

gaming operator's or internet gaming supplier's license, produce information,
documentation, and assurances to establish all of the following by clear and

convincing evidence:
(a) Its suitability as to character, reputation, integrity, business probity, and financial

ability.
(b) Its willingness to be subject to the jurisdiction of the board.
(c) That the applicant has adequate capitalization and the financial ability and the

means to develop, construct, operate, and maintain the applicant's internet

gaming operator or internet gaming supplier business in accordance with the act

and these rules.
(d) That the applicant has adequate capitalization and the financial ability to

responsibly pay its secured and unsecured debts in accordance with its financing
agreements and other contractual obligations.

(e) That the applicant's compliance with casino or casino-related licensing

requirements or compacts with this state or any other jurisdiction.
(D That the applicant and all other persons required to be found eligible and suitable

as part of the application are eligible and suitable for licensure under the

licensing standards, criteria, and requirements.
(g) That the applicant, if an individual, and all other individuals required to be found

eligible and suitable as part of the application are not less than 2l years of age,

unless otherwise approved by the board.
(h) That the applicant and all other persons required to be found eligible and suitable

as part of the application have not been convicted of any criminal offense

involving gaming, theft, dishonesty, or fraud in any jurisdiction. However, the

board may waive this requirement if the conviction occurred more than 5 years

before the applicant applies for a license and the board is convinced that the

applicant does not pose a threat to the integrity of intemet gaming and the

applicant otherwise meets the requirements of this rule.
(D That the applicant and all other persons required to be found eligible and suitable

as part of the application do not appear on the exclusion list of any jurisdiction.

(j) That the applicant and all other persons required to be found eligible and suitable

as part of the application are in substantial compliance with all local, state, and

federal laws.
(k) That the applicant has the financial ability to purchase and maintain adequate

liability and casualty insurance and to provide an adequate surety bond.

(3) Subrule (2) of this rule does not apply to an Indian tribe except to the extent

authorized by the act. To the extent a non-tribal applicant or licensee will be providing
goods and services to an internet gaming operator who is an Indian tribe, that applicant or
licensee shall provide information relative to its relationship with the internet gaming

operator to determine if it is an arm of the tribe. Arm of the tribe means a tribally-created
economic entity owned in part or in whole by the Indian tribe which was intended by the
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Indian tribe to share in its sovereign immunity and satisfies any relevant legal criteria

under federal Indian law for establishing arm of the tribe status.

(4) Once licensed, a person must comply with the act and these rules. Failure to comply

may result in disciplinary action.

R 432.625c Provisional licenses for internet gaming suppliers.

Rule 625c. (1) Upon written request of a person applying for an internet gaming

supplier's license, the executive director may issue a provisional license to the applicant

and permit the applicant to conduct business transactions with, and provide goods and

s"ruic"s to, internet gaming operators, if all of the following provisions are complied

with:
(a) A completed application, an application fee, and all required disclosure forms and

other required written documentation and materials have been submitted by the

applicant.
(b) Preliminary review of the application and a criminal history check does not reveal

that the applicant or the applicant's affiliate or key person has been convicted of a

felony or misdemeanor involving gambling, theft, dishonesty, or fraud, or may

otherwise be ineligible or unsuitable to permit licensure under the act or these

rules.
(c) There is no other apparent deficiency in the application that may require denial of

the application.
(d) The applicant has a letter of intent to provide goods or services to an internet

gaming operator or the applicant shows good cause for being granted a
provisional license.

(2) A provisional license issued under this rule expires on the date provided by the board.

(3) If the internet gaming supplier's provisional license expires, or is suspended or
revoked, the executive director shall forward the applicant's application for an intemet
gaming supplier license to the board at the conclusion of the background investigation for
action on the application.
( )The board may, at its discretion, waive any or all of the provisions listed in subrule (1)

of this rule if the applicant is licensed by the board under the Michigan Gaming Control

and Revenue Act, 1996lL 1, MCL 432.201to 432.226, or the lawful sports betting act,

2019 PA 149, MCL 432.401to 432.419.

P.432.626 Denials.
Rule 626. (l) If the board denies an application for a license, it shall direct the

executive director to issue a notice of denial.
(2) An applicant, including an individual applying for an occupational license, who is

served with a notice of denial under these rules may request a contested case hearing

as set forth in these rules.
(3) The notice of denial is a finding that the person is ineligible or unsuitable for

licensure or is otherwise in violation of the licensing requirements of the act or these

rules. When the board denies an application for a license, the person is prohibited
from conducting business that would otherwise require licensure.
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(4) A person whose application for a license has been denied may not reapply for a' - 
p"iiod of I year from the date on which the board voted to deny the application unless

otherwise approved by the board.
(5) A person whose application for a license was denied may seek leave of the board to

reapply within the l-year period by addressing the request to the board. The board

may require the person to present oral or written argument outlining why an

exception should be made.

F.432.627 Renewal of a license.
Rule 627. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier license when

issued is valid for a 5-year period.
(2) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier licensee may renew its

license every 5 years after receiving its initial license.

(3) An internet gaming operator or intemet gaming supplier licensee intending to renew

its license must, at least 30 days before expiration of its license, submit the annual

license renewal fee and application in the manner and form required by the board.

(4) If the board denies the application for renewal, it shall direct the executive director to

issue the licensee a notice of nonrenewal.
(5) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier licensee who is served with a

notice of nonrenewal under this rule may request a contested case hearing as set forth
in these rules.

(6) The notice of nonrenewal is a finding that the internet gaming operator or internet

gaming supplier licensee is ineligible or unsuitable for licensure or is otherwise in
violation of the licensing requirements of the act or these rules. When the board

denies an application for renewal, the person is prohibited from conducting business

that would otherwise require licensure.

P.432.628 Application explained; applicant to demonstrate eligibility and suitability.
Rule 628. (l) An application for a license under the act and these rules is a request by

the applicant seeking a revocable privilege. A license must be granted by the board if the

applicant meets the licensing requirements of the actandthese rules.
(2) An applicant for a license under the act and these rules, at all times, has the burden of

demonstrating to the board, by clear and convincing evidence, that the applicant is

eligible and suitable to be granted and retain the license for which application is made

under the applicable licensing standards and requirements of the act and these rules.

(3) A license issued by the board under the act and these rules is a revocable privilege
granted by the board. A person who holds a license does not acquire, and must not be

considered to have acquired, a vested property right or other right in the license.

(a) An applicant or licensee must accept any risk of adverse publicity, public notice,

notoriety, embanassment, criticism, financial loss, or other unfavorable or harmful
consequences that may occur in connection with, or as a result of, the application and

licensing process or the public disclosure of information submitted to the board with a
license application or at the board's request under the act and these rules.

(5) An applicant or licensee may claim any privilege afforded by the Constitution or laws

of the United States or of this state in refusing to answer questions or provide
information requested by the board. However, a claim of privilege with respect to any
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testimony or evidence pertaining to the eligibility or suitability of an applicant or

licensee to be granted or hold a license under the act and these rules may constitute

cause for denial, suspension, revocation, or restriction of the license.

(6) An applicant and licensee have a continuing duty to do all of the following:
(a) Notify the board of a material change in the information submitted in the license' . 

application submitted by the applicant or licensee or a change in circumstance that

may render the applicant or licensee ineligible or unsuitable to hold the license

under the licensing standards and requirements of the act and these rules.

(b) Maintain the applicant's or licensee's eligibility and suitability to be issued and

hold the license held or applied for under the act and these rules.

(c) Provide any information or records requested by the board relating to licensing or

regulation; cooperate with the board in investigations, inspections, audits,

hearings, and enforcement and disciplinary actions; allow access to its facilities

relevant to Michigan internet gaming operation; and comply with all conditions,

restrictions, requirements, orders, and rulings of the board in accordance with the

act and these rules.

P.432.628a Eligibility and suitability of new key person.

Rule 628a. An individual required to be found eligible and suitable or licensed under

the act or these rules by virtue of his or her position with an intemet gaming operator

licensee must not perform any duties or exercise any powers of the position until he or

she is determined to be eligible and suitable and is licensed by the board.

P.432.628b Duty to disclose violation of licenses.

Rule 628b. An internet gaming operator and an internet gaming supplier must

immediately notiff the board, in writing, if it becomes aware that an internet gaming

operator, internet gaming supplier, or occupational licensee involved in its intemet
gaming operations under the act has acted contrary to the act or these rules.

Pt432.628c Contracts.
Rule 628c. The internet gaming operator must maintain all contracts that relate to its

Michigan internet gaming operations for 5 years following its expiration. The board must

be allowed access to any contract related to its Michigan internet gaming operations

entered into by an intemet gaming operator upon demand. The internet gaming operator

may be required by the board to promptly submit copies of any such contract upon

request ofthe board.

P.432.629 Vendors.
Rule 629. (1) All of the following apply regarding vendor registration:

(a) A vendor who provides goods or seruices, or both, directly or indirectly, to an

internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider in connection with
its Michigan internet gaming operation may be required to register with the board.

Vendors requiring registration include, but are not limited to, the following:
(i) Affiliate marketers that do not have an agreement based on the sharing of

customer revenue. In connection with its vendor registration, the affiliate
marketer must certiff it does not promote or market, or both, illegal online
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gaming sites to individuals located in Michigan. An illegal online gaming site

ir on" that is not licensed to accept wagers from customers located in
Michigan or any other state.

(ii) Payment processors.
(iii)A person that provides over $100,000.00 worth of goods or services, or both,

to any internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider in

connection with its Michigan internet gaming operations in a calendar year.

(iv)Data centers providing physical security and infrastructure.
(v) Any other person as considered necessary by the board.

(b) Unless otherwise provided for by the board, a person must be registered as a

vendor before providing goods or services, or both, as a vendor to an internet

gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider.
(c) An internet gaming operator or an internet gaming platform provider is prohibited

from using an unregistered vendor to provide goods or services that require a

vendor registration.
(d) Unless otherwise provided for by the board, the following persons are not

required to register as a vendor:
(i) Insurance companies.
(ii) A person or entity that provides legal services.

(iii) Entities providing medical related services.

(iv) Michigan public institutions of higher education.
(v) Public utilities regulated by the Michigan public service commission.
(vi) A Michigan or federally chartered depository financial institution.
(vii) A person or business that provides goods or services as a result of the

licensee's employees engaging in business travel, including transportation,

lodging, food, and fuel providers.
(viii) A person who provides employee training or professional development to a

licensee.
(ix) A person who provides conferences, seminars, publications, or memberships

that will directly contribute to the work performance or professional

development of the licensee's employees.
(e) To register, a vendor must complete and file with the board an application for

registration and required disclosure forms in the manner and form prescribed by

the board. An application for registration and required disclosure forms must be

submitted to the board, together with a nonrefundable application fee of $200.00

by a payment method acceptable to the board, such as a certified check, cashier's

check, money order made payable to "State of Michigan", or electronic fund
transfer.

(2) All of the following apply regarding renewal of a vendor registration:
(a) A vendor must renew its registration every 5 years after initial registration.
(b) A vendor intending to renew its registration must, at least 30 days before

expiration of its registration, submit the annual registration fee and application in
the manner and form required by the board.

(3) All of the following apply regarding vendor conduct:
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(a) A vendor must, at all times, conduct itself in a manner that does not compromise

the integrity of internet gaming or violate any applicable provisions of the act and

these rules.
(b) The board may conduct an investigation to determine if a vendor has acted in a

manner that does or could compromise the integrity of internet gaming in this

state. The following may be considered during an investigation:
(i) Criminal records.
(ii) Suspension of licenses, registration certificates, or their equivalent, or any

other adverse actions in other jurisdictions.
(iii) Business reputation.
(iv) Associations with businesses and individuals.
(v) Compliance with gaming laws and regulations in Michigan and other

jurisdictions.
(vi) Any other information considered appropriate by the board.

(c) Vendors agree to be subject to the jurisdiction of the board; have a continuing
duty to provide information or records requested by the board; must cooperate

with the board in any investigation, inspection, audit, or inquiry; and must allow
the board access to its facilities that are relevant to Michigan internet gaming

operations.
(d) If the investigation reveals a vendor's conduct could or does compromise the

integrity of internet gaming in this state, the board may issue a cease and desist

order, obtain injunctive relief, or take any other action necessary to protect the

integrity of internet gaming in this state, or all 3.

(e) Vendors have a continuing duty to notiff the board of any change in information
previously submitted to the board.

PART 3. TECHNICAL STANDARDS

R 432.631 Geof'ence requirements.
Rule 631. (1) All internet wagering transactions must be initiated and received or

otherwise made by an authorized participant located in this state or, if the act allows the

board to enter into agreements to facilitate, administer, and regulate multijurisdictional
internet gaming, another jurisdiction authorized by a multijurisdictional internet gaming

agreement. An authorized participant located in another jurisdiction authorized by a
multijurisdictional internet gaming agreement must only be allowed to place internet
wagers on intemet games authorized by the board under the multijurisdictional intemet
gaming agreement.
(2) To prevent the unauthorized placement of an internet wager by an individual or

authorized participant not within this state, the internet gaming operator and its

internet gaming platform provider must utilize a geofencing system to reasonably

detect the physical location of an individual or authorized participant attempting to

access the internet gaming platform and place an internet wager and to monitor and

block unauthorized attempts to access the internet gaming platform to place an
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internet wager when an individual or authorizedparticipant is not within the

permitted boundary.
(3) The geofencing system must ensure that an individual or authorizedparticipant is

located within the permitted boundary when placing an internet wager, and must be

equipped to dynamically monitor the individual's or authorized participant's
location and block unauthorized attempts to access the internet gaming platform to
place an internet wager throughout the duration of the internet gaming authorized

participant session.
(4) The board shall approve all technical specifications for geofencing and any specific

requirements related to geofencing technology that is commercially available.

R432.632 Approval of internet gaming platform and games.

Rule 632. (1) Except as otherwise determined by the board in writing, an internet

gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier must not distribute an internet
gaming platform or internet game to an intemet gaming operator unless the item has been

approved by the board.
(2) An internet gaming platform provider may seek approval of its internet gaming

platform by submitting an application to the board in the manner and form prescribed

by the board.
(3) If an internet gaming operator does not utilize an internet gaming platform provider

and, instead, develops its own internet gaming platform or internet game, the internet
gaming operator will be considered both an internet gaming operator and an internet
gaming platform provider for the purposes of this part.

R432.632a Intemet gaming platform and intemet game submission and approval
process.
Rule 632a. (l) Each internet gaming platform provider must submit its internet gaming

platform proposed for use by an internet gaming operator to the board or to an

independent lab approved by the board for evaluation. The internet gaming platform
provider must provide all information the board requests including, but not limited to, all
of the following:

(a) A complete, comprehensive, and technically accurate description and explanation
of the internet gaming platform and its intended use in both technical and lay
language. The document must be signed under penalty of perjury.

(b) Detailed operating procedures or service manuals, or both, of the internet gaming
platform.

(c) A summary description of internet game play, system features, and fault
conditions.

(d) Details of all tests performed on the internet gaming platform, the conditions and

standards under which the tests were performed, the test results, and the identity
of the individual who conducted each test.

(e) A description of all hardware devices.
(0 A description of all software including software version.
(g) A description of all wagering communications.
(h) A desuiption of all third-party integrated systems.
(i) Any equipment that is required to perform testing.
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(j) A detailed description of the risk management framework including, but not

limited to:
(i) User access controls for all internet gaming personnel.

(ii) Information regarding segregation of duties.

(iii) Information regarding automated risk management procedures.

(iv) Information regarding fraud detection.
(v) Controls for ensuring regulatory compliance.
(vi) Description of anti-money laundering compliance standards'

(2) An intemet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier must submit all
intemet games, including, but not limited to, slot machine, table, live games,

progressives, and peer-to-peer games proposed for use by any intemet gaming

operator to the board or to an independent lab approved by the board for evaluation.
(3) The internet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier must provide all

information the board requests, including, but not limited to, all the following:
(a) A complete, comprehensive, and technically accurate description and explanation

of the internet game and its intended use in both technical and lay language. The

document must be signed under penalty of perjury.
(b) Detailed operating procedures.
(c) A description of internet game play, system features, and fault conditions.
(d) A description of all software including software version.
(e) Complete paytable information including paytable identification and date code.

(f) Detailed information on the RNG.
(g) Retum to player (RTP) calculation sheet.
(h) Rake percentage.
(i) Rules of the game.

(4) All internet game software used to conduct internet gaming must be designed with a
method to permit the validation of software using a gaming authentication tool or
other method approved by the board.

(5) A submission for board approval of progressive software to be used on an internet
gaming platform must also include all of the following at a minimum:
(a) Software controlling the internet jackpot.
(b) A mechanism to authenticate the software.
(c) Rules that will be displayed to the individual or authorized participant that apply

to the progressive jackpot.
(d) The internet games that are common to a single progressive.
(e) The odds of hitting the progressive amount.
(f) The reset value of the progressive.
(g) The rate of progression for the progressive amount.
(h) How the rate of progression is split between the various progressive components.
(i) Other information considered necessary and requested in writing by the board to

ensure compliance with the act and this part.
(6) All the following provisions apply to calculation sheets:

(a) For each internet game program submitted, the internet gaming platform provider
or internet gaming supplier requesting approval must supply calculation sheets

that determine the RTP percentage, including base game, bonus games or
features, free games, double-up options, progressives, and any other game
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features included in the RTP calculation.
(b) Where different player options such as number of credits, lines bet, or player

strategy cause the pay table to vary, a separate calculation for each option is

required.
(7) The iniernet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier must submit all

internet game source code and any special tool, computer equipment, compiling
program, or other technical assistance necessary to compile the submitted software.

The result of the compiled source code must be identical to that in the storage

medium submitted for evaluation.
(S) The internet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier must provide the

board with a method to compensate for or resolve any differences between the

compiled program and the submitted program. The internet gaming platform
provider or internet game supplier may employ other equivalent methods that ensure

the results of the complied source code are identical to the storage medium submitted

for evaluation upon written request and approval of the board.

(9) Except where the board has provided written notification that approval is not
required, an internet gaming operator must install or use an internet gaming platform

or internet game, or both that has been approved by the board. An internet gaming

operator must not alter the manner in which the internet gaming platform or internet

game operates without the prior written approval of the board.

(10) After evaluating the internet gaming platform or internet game, the board shall

advise the internet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier, in writing,
of the determination.

F.432.632b Procedures and notification requirements after approval.
Rule 632b. (1) If another gaming jurisdiction revokes or otherwise directs

discontinuance of the internet gaming platform, any component of the internet gaming

platform, an intemet game, or an internet game component that has been approved by the

board, the internet gaming operator, internet gaming platform provider, or internet
gaming supplier must advise the board in writing of the discontinuance within 21 days of
the revocation or direction of discontinuance.
(2) An internet gaming operator, internet gaming operator license applicant, internet

gaming platform provider, or internet gaming supplier must immediately noti$r the

board, in writing, of any defects or malfunctions of the internet gaming platform, any

component of the internet gaming platform, an internet game, or an intemet game

component that adversely affects the integrity or conduct of internet wagering or
proper reporting of adjusted gross receipts, or that materially affects the operation or

safety of, or wagering on, any internet gaming platform, any component of the

internet gaming platform, any internet game, or any component of an internet game

that has been approved by the board and is utilized by the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming operator license applicant.

(3) An intemet gaming operator, internet gaming platform provider, or internet gaming

supplier must maintain all records required under this rule for a minimum of 5 years.

(a) The board may require an internet gaming operator to discontinue use of the internet
gaming platform, any component of the intemet gaming platform, an internet game,

or any component of an internet game for any of the following reasons:
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(a) The intemet gaming platform, platform component, internet game, or internet

game component does not perform in the manner described in the application and

related submission documentation.
(b) The internet gaming platform, platform component, internet game, or internet

game component is defective or malfunctions frequently.
(c) The internet gaming platform, platform component, internet game, or internet

game component has a detrimental impact on the conduct or integrity of internet

gaming.
(d) The intemet gaming platform, platform component, internet game, or internet

game component improperly computes adjusted gross receipts.
(5) The board shall provide written notification to the internet gaming operator, internet

gaming platform provider, and the internet gaming supplier if the internet gaming

platform, platform component, intemet game, or intemet game component is no

longer approved for use.

F*432.633 Internet gaming platform and internet games technical standards.

Rule 633. (1) An internet gaming platform or internet game, or both, for use to conduct

internet gaming must meet the specifications set forth in these rules or other technical

specifications as prescribed by the board. Failure to comply with the approved

specifications, internal controls, or technical specifications may result in disciplinary
action by the board.
(2) Internet gaming operators, internet gaming platform providers, and internet gaming

suppliers must comply with, and the board adopts and incorporates by reference,

Gaming Laboratories Intemational, LLC Standard GLI-I9: Standards for Interactive

Gaming Systems, version 3.0, released .luly 17,2020, which is available for
inspection and distribution at no cost, as of the tinre of adoption of these rules, at the

board's oftice located at3062 W. Grand Blvd., Suite L-700, Detroit, Michigan
48202-6062 or Gaming Laboratories International website at https://qaminglabs.corn

and does not include any later amendments or editions. GI.I-19 standards are

intended to supplement rather than supplant otlrer technical standards and

requirements under these rules. Where GLI-19 standards conflict with other

requirements provided under these rules. these rules shall control unless otherwise

determined by the board.
(3) Before conducting internet gaming, and as otherwise required by the board, an internet

gaming platform provider must submit the internet gaming platform used in
conjunction with the internet gaming operation to the board or an independent testing

laboratory approved by the board for certification testing.
(4) If the intemet gaming platform meets or exceeds the technical standards adopted in

subrule (2) of this rule, the board or independent testing laboratory approved by the

board shall certifu the internet gaming platform. Internet gaming operators and internet
gaming platform providers are prohibited from offering internet gaming in Michigan
without such certification. The internet gaming platform provider is responsible for all
costs associated with testing and obtaining such certifications.

(5) All internet games for proposed use must meet or exceed the technical standards

adopted in subrule (2) of this rule. Internet gaming operators, internet gaming
platform providers, and internet gaming suppliers are prohibited from offering any
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internet game without written approval by the board. An internet gaming platform

provider and internet gaming supplier is responsible for all costs associated with
testing and obtaining such approvals.

R432.633a Additional internet gaming software and platfonn technical standards.

Rule 633a. (1) Software utilized for internet gaming must either:

(a) Continuously display the current time in the time zone where the game server is

physically located and the time elapsed that an authorized participant has been in

the current internet gaming authorized participant session, or
(b) Cause a pop-up notification, at least every half-hour, to be prominently displayed

on the remote player device advising the authorized participant of the current time

and the amount of time elapsed since his or her log on.

(2) An internet gaming platform must not induce an authorized participant to continue

placing internet wagers when play is in session, when the authorized participant

attempts to end an internet gaming authorized participant session, or when the

authorized participant wins or loses an internet wager.
(3) No auto play feature will be permitted in internet game software unless authorized by

the board.
(4) All internet games must operate in accordance with the game rules and intemet

wagering account terms and conditions approved by the board.

R432.633b Additional standards for approval of internet games.

Rule 633b. (l) Each house-banked internet game that requires an internet wager must

have an RTP equal to or greater than 80% but not more than 100% unless otherwise

authorized by the board. The RTP must be calculated using both the highest and lowest

level of skill, where player skill impacts the RTP.
(2) An house-banked internet game must comply with all odds-related requirements

prescribed in the technical standards adopted inR 432.633(2), including those prescribed

in section 4.7.3 of the referenced technical standards, except that the odds of achieving

the highest advertised award that is based solely upon chance must occur at least once in
every 50 million games
(3) The RTP of a house-banked internet game must not decrease by more than 1/100

of a percentage point with an increased internet wager unless the aggregate total of the

decreases in RTP for plays offered by the house-banked internet game is no more than

ll2 of 1 percent.
(4) The projected contribution from a progressive award may not count toward the RTP

of a house-banked internet game in order to achieve the minimum RTP as approved by

the board.

R 432.634 Location of servers, security, and cloud storage.

Rule 634. (1) Unless otherwise approved by the board in writing, an internet gaming

operator and its intemet gaming platform provider must place a server or other equipment

that is capable of receiving intemet wagers in this state. The location selected must have
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adequate security, protections, and controls over the servers or other equipment that is

"upabl" 
of receiving internet wagers, including those adopted in F.432.633(2). The

intimet gaming operator and its internet gaming platform provider must provide the

board with information on the location of all servers and other equipment.

(2) The board may approve of the use of cloud storage for duplicate data upon written

request of an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider.

R 432.63 5 Communication standards.
Rule 635. (1) All internet gaming platforms authorized by the board under these rules

must be designed to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of all individual and

authorized participant communications and ensure the proper identification of the sender

and receiver of all communications.
(2) If communications are performed across a public or third-party network, the internet

gaming platform must either encrypt the data packets or utilize a secure

communications protocol to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the

transmission.
(3) Internet gaming platform providers must meet or exceed all communication standards

prescribed by the board.
(4) Intemet gaming platform providers or internet gaming operators, or both must address

all communication requirements in the internet gaming platform and internal controls

submitted to the board for approval.

P.432.636 Internet gaming data logging standards.

Rule 636. (1) Internet gaming platforms must employ a mechanism capable of
maintaining a separate copy of all information the board requires to be logged. Except as

otherwise provided in subrule (2) of this rule, the information must be maintained on a

separate and independent logging device capable of being administered by an employee

with no incompatible function.
(2) If the internet gaming platform can be configured such that any logged data is

contained in a secure transaction file, a separate logging device is not required.
(3) Internet gaming platform providers must meet or exceed all internet gaming data

logging standards prescribed by the board. Intemet gaming platform providers or intemet
gaming operators, or both must address all internet gaming data logging requirements in
the intemet gaming platform and internal controls submitted to the board for approval.
(a) The internet gaming platform must provide a mechanism for the board to query and

export, in a format required by the board, all internet gaming platform data related to
internet gaming conducted under the act.

P.432.637 Self-monitoring of internet gaming platform critical components.
Rule 637. An internet gaming platform must, at least once every 24 hours, perform a

self-authentication process on all software used to offer, record, and process intemet
wagers conducted under this act that is identified by the board as a critical component to

ensure there have been no unauthorized modifications. If there is an authentication

failure, the intemet gaming platform must immediately notiff the internet gaming

operator, intemet gaming platform provider, and the board within 24 hours. The results of
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all self-authentication attempts must be retained by the internet gaming platform for not

less than 90 days.

R 432.637 a Change approval.
R.637a. (1) Any change or modification to the internet gaming platform that impacts a

regulated feature of an approved internet gaming platform, unless otherwise permitted by

the board, requires submission to and approval by the board before the implementation of
the change or modification. Regulated feature includes, but is not limited to, intemet
gaming platform and internet game software that is validated using a gaming

authentication tool or other method approved by the board and all critical component

software.
(2) The internet gaming operator and its intemet gaming platform provider must submit

change control processes that detail evaluation procedures for all updates and changes to

equipment and the internet gaming platform to the board for approval. These processes

must include details for identifying the uiticality of updates and determining the updates

that must be submitted to the board or a board approved independent testing laboratory

for review and certification.

R 432.638 Internet gaming platform assessment.

Rule 638. (1) Each internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider shall,

within 90 days after commencing operations, and annually thereafter, perform an internet
gaming platform integrity and security assessment of the internet gaming platform
conducted by an independent professional selected by the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider and subject to approval of the board. The scope of the

internet gaming platform integrity and security assessment is subject to approval of the

board and must include, at a minimum, all of the following:
(a) A vulnerability assessment of internal, extemal, and wireless networks with the

intent of identiffing vulnerabilities of all devices, the internet gaming platform,
and applications connected to or present on the networks.

(b) A penetration test of all internal, external, and wireless networks to confirm if
identified vulnerabilities of all devices, the internet gaming platform, and

applications are susceptible to compromise.
(c) A policy and procedures review against the current ISO 27001 standard or another

similar standard approved by the board.
(d) Any other specific criteria or standards for the internet gaming platform integrity

and security assessment as prescribed by the board.
(2) The full independent professional's report on the assessment must be submitted to the

board and must include all the following:
(a) Scope of review.
(b) Name and company affiliation of the individual or individuals who conducted the

assessment.
(c) Date of assessment.
(d) Findings.
(e) Recommended corrective action, if applicable.
(f) Internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform provider's response to the

findings and recommended corrective action.
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R 432.639 Internet gaming operators and internet gaming platform provider technical

and security standards (controls).
Rule 639. (l) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or

both must adopt, implement, and maintain technical security standards (controls) that

meet or exceed those adopted inF.432.633(2). 'l'he technical security standards must

apply, at a minimum, to all the following critical components of the internet gaming

platform:
(a) Components that record, store, process, share, transmit, or retrieve sensitive

information (e.g., validation numbers, personal identification numbers (PIN), and

individual and authorized participant data).
(b) Components that generate, transmit, or process random numbers used to

determine the outcome of games or virtual events.

(c) Components that store results or the current state of an authorized participant's

internet wager.
(d) Points of entry to and exit from the components provided for in subdivisions (a) to

(c) of this subrule and other systems thatarc able to communicate directly with
core critical internet gaming platform components.

(e) Communication networks that transmit sensitive information involving internet

gaming under the act.
(2) The following technical security standards are the minimum standards an internet

gaming operator or internet gaming platfornr provider m.ust incotporate into its intemal

controls:
(a) Technical security standards addressing internet gaming platform operations and

security include, but are not limited to all of the following:
(i) Internet Gaming Platform Operations and Security. The internet garning

operator or internet gaming platfrrrm provider must adopt, implement, and

rnaintain procedures for, at a minimum, the following:
(A)Monitoring the critical components and the transmission of data of the

entire internet gaming platform.
(B) Maintenance of all aspects of security of the internet gaming platfbrm to

ensure secure and reliable communications.
(C) Defining, monitoring, documenting, reporting, investigating, responding

to. and resolving security incidents.
(D)Monitoring and adjusting resource consumption and rnaintaining a log of

the internet gaming platform performance'
(E) Investigating, documenting, and resolving malfunctions.

(ii) Physical Location of Servers and Security. The internet gaming platform
must be housed in secure locations. Internet gaming operators and their
internet gaming platform providers must provide the board with information
on the location of all intemet gaming platform servers. The secure locations

must have sufficient protection from unauthorized access and physical and

environmentalhazards and be equipped with surveillance and security

systems that meet or exceed industry standards.
(iii)Internet Gaming Platform Logical Access Controls. The internet gaming

platfonn must be logically secured against unauthorized access.
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(iv)lnternet Ciaming Platfcrrm User Authorization. The internet garning plattbrm

must be subject to user authorization requirements as required by the board'

(v) Server Programming. The internet garning platform must be sufficiently
secure to prevent any user-initiated programming capabilities on the server

that rnay result in unauthorized modifications to the database'

(vi)Verification Procedures. Procedures must be in place for verifying on demand

that the critical control program components of the internet gaming platform

i1the production environment are identical to those approved by the board.

(vii) Electronic Docurnent Retention Systern. The internet gaming operator or

intemet gaming platform provider must establish procedures that ensure that

all reports required under the act and these rules are stored in an electronic
document retention system.

(viii) Asset Management. All assets that house, process, or cortmunicate
sensitive information, including those comprising the operating environment
of the internet gaming platform or its components, or both, must be accounted

for and have a norninated owner or designated tnanagement official that is

responsible fcrr each asset.
(b) Tlre technical security standards addressing data security and backup recovery

include, but are not limited to, all of the following:
(i) Data Security. The internet gaming platform must provide a logical means fbr

securing individual and authorized participant data and wagering data,

including accounting, reporting, significant event, or other sensitive
infbrmation, against alteration, tampering, or unauthorized access.

(ii) Data Alteration. The alteration of any accounting. reporting. or significant
event data relating to internet wagering under the act is not permitted without
supervised access controls. If any data is ohanged, all information required by

the board must be documented or logged.
(iii)Backup Frequency. Backup scheme implementation relating to information

involving internet wagering under the act tnust occur at least once every day

or as otherwise specified by the board.
(iv)Storage Medium Backup. Audit logs, intemet gaming platfbrm databases, and

arry other perlinent individual and authorized participant data and wagering
data must be stored using reasonable protection methods. 'I'he internet gaming
platform must be designed to protect the integrity of this data if there is a

failure. Redundant copies of this data must be kept on the internet gaming

platform with open support for backups and restoration, so that no single
failure of any portion of the internet garning platform would cause the loss or
corruption of the data.

(v) Internet Gaming Platfbrm Failure. The internet gaming platform must have

sufficient redwrdancy and modularity so that if any single component or part

of a component fails, the functions of the intemet gaming platform and the

process of auditing those functions can continue with no critical data loss. If 2
or more components are linked, the process of all internet gaming operations
between the components must not be adversely affected by restart or recovery
of either component and upon restafi or recovery, the components must
imrnediately synchroniz,ethe status of all transactions. data, and
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configurations with one another'
(vi)Accounting ancl Master Resets. l'he inter:net gaming operator or internet

gaming platfbrm provider must be able to identif, and properly handle the

situation wherc a master reset has occutred on any component that affects

intemet gaming under the act.

(vii) Recovery Requirements. If there is a catastrophic failure when the

intemet gaming platform cannot be restarted in any other way, it must be

possible to restore the internet gaming platfonn fi'om the last backup point and

fully recover, 'I'he contents of that backup must contain critical information as

required by the board.
(viii) lJninterrr-rpted Power Supply (UPS) Surpport. All internet gaming platform

components must be provided with adequate primary power. If the server is a

stand-alone application. it rnust have a UPS connected and must have

sufficient capacity to permit a methodical shut-down that retains all individual
and authorized pwlticipant data and wagering data during a power loss. It is
acceptable that the internet gaming plattorm may be a component of a
network that is supporled by a network-wide UPS if the server is included as a

device protected by the I.JPS. There must be a surge protection system in use

if not incorporated into the IJPS itself.
(ix)Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan. A business continuity and

disaster recovery plan must be in place to recover internet gaming operations

conducted under the act if tl-re internet gaming platform's production
envirotrment is rendered inoperable.

(c) Technical security standards addressing communications include, but are not
lirnited to, all of the following:
(i) Connectivity. Only authorized devices are perrnitted to establish

communications between any internet gaming platfbrm components.
(ii) Communication Protocol. Each component of the intemet gaming platform

must function as indicated by a documented secure communication protocol.
(iii)Comrnunication Over Internet/Public Netwolk. Conrmunications between

internet gaming platfbrm components must be secure. Individual and

authorized participant data, sensitive inforrnation, intemet wagers, tesults,

financial information, and individual and authorized participant transaction
information related to internet gaming conducteci under the act must always be

encrypted and protected from incomplete transmissions, misrouting,
unauthorized message modifi cation, disclosure, duplication, or replay.

(iv)Wireless Local Area Network (WI,AN) Communications. The use of WLAN
communications must adhere to applicable requirements specified for wireless

devices and is subiect to approval by the board.
(v) Network Security Management. Networks must be logically separated to

ensure that there is no network traffic on a network link that cannot be

serviced by hosts on that link.
(vi) Mobile Computing and Communications. Formal policies shall be in place,

and appropriate security measures shall be adopted to protect against the risk
of using mobile computing and communication facilities. Telecommuting
shall not be permitted except under circumstances where the security of the
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endpoint can be guaranteed.
(d) Technical security standards addressing third party service providers include, but

are not limited to, all of the following:
(i) Thircl-Party Service Communications. Where communications related to

intemet gaming conducted under the act are irnplemented with third-party

service proviclers, the internet garning platform must sectrely communicate

with all third-party service proviclers utilizing encryption and strong

authentication, ensure that all login events are recorded to an audit file, and

ensure that all communications do not irrterfere or degrade normal internet
gaming p I atforrn finctions.

(ii) Third-Party Servioes. The roles and responsibilities of each third-party
service provider engaged by the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider must be defined and documented in a manner approved by

ihe board. The internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider

must have policies and procedures in place for managing third-party service

providers and monitoring their adherence to relevant security requirements.

(e) Technical security standards addressing technical controls include, but are not

limited to, all of the following:
(i) Domain Name Service (DNS) Requirements. An intemet gaming operator or

internet garning platfonn provider must establish requirements that apply to

servers used to resolve DNS queries used in association with the internet
gaming platform.

(ii) Cryptographic Controls. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider must establish and irnplement a policy for the use of
cryptographic controls that ensures the protection of information.

(iii)Encrytrrtion Key Management. 'l"he management of encryption keys must

follow defined processes established by the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider and approved by the board.

(f; The technical security standards addressing remote access and firewalls include,
but are not l:imited to, all of the following:
(i) Remote Access Security. Remote access, if approved by the board, must be

performed via a secured method, must have the option to be disabled, may

accept only the remote connections permissible by the firewall application and

internet gaming platform settings, and must be limited to only the application
functions necessary for users to perform theirjob duties.

(ii) Remote Access and Guest Accounts Procedures. Remote access and guest

accounts procedures must be established that ensure that remote access is

strictly controlled.
(iii)Remote Access Activity Log. The remote aocess application must maintain

an activity log that updates automatically and records and maintains all remote

access information.
(iv)Firewalls. All communications, including remote access, must pass through at

least I approved application-level firewall. This includes connections to and

from any non-internet gaming platform hosts used by the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider.
(v) Firewall Audit Logs. The firewall application must maintain an audit log and
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must disable all communications and generate an effor if the audit log
becomes full. The audit log must contain, at a minimum, all the following
information:
(A) All changes to configuration of the firewall.
(B) All successful and unsuccessful connection attempts through the firewall.
(C) The source and destination IP Addresses, Port Numbers, Protocols, and,

where possible, MAC Addresses.
(vi) Firewall Rules Review. The firewall rules must be periodically reviewed by

the intemet gaming operator or intemet gaming platform provider to verifr the

operating condition of the firewall and the effectiveness of its security

configuration and rule sets and must be performed on all the perimeter

firewalls and the internal firewalls.
(g) Technical security standards addressing change management include, but are not

lirnited to, all of the following:
(i) Program Change Control Procedures. Program change control procedures

must ensure that only authorized versions of programs are irnplernented on the

production environment.
(ii) Software Development [.ife Cycle. The acquisition and development of new

software must follow defined processes established by the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider and subject to review by the

board.
(iii) Patches. All patches should be tested, as applicable, in a development and

test environment configured to match the target production environment
before being deployed into production. Permitted exceptions and related
procedures and controls must be fully addressed.

(h) Technical security standards addressing periodic security testing include, but are

not limited to, all of the fbllowing:
(i) Technical Security Testing. Periodic technical security tests on the production

environment must be performed quarterly or as required by the board to
guarantee that no vulnerabilities putting at risk the security and operation of
the internet gaming platform exist.

(ii) Vulnerability Assessment. The internet gaming operator or the internet
gaming platform provider must conduct vulnerability assessments. The
purpose of the vulnerability assessment is to identiff vulnerabilities, which
could be later exploited during penetration testing by making basic queries
relating to services running on the internet gaming platform concerned.

(iii)Penetration Testing. The internet gaming operator or the internet gaming
platforrn provider must conduct penetration testing. The purpose of the
penetration testing is to exploit any weaknesses uncovered during the
vulnerability assessment on any publicly exposed applications or internet
gaming platform hosting applications processing, transmitting, or storing
sensitive information.

(iv)Infbrmation Security Management System (ISMS) Audit. An audit of the

ISMS will be periodically conducted, including all the locations where
sensitive information is accessed, processed, transmitted, or stored. The ISMS
will be reviewed against common information security principles in relation to
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confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
(v) Cloud Service Audit. An internet gaming operator and its internet gaming

platform provider that utilizes a cloud service provider (CSP), if approved by
the board, to store, transmit, or process sensitive information must undergo a

specific audit as required by the board. The CSP must be reviewed against

common information security principles in relation to the provision and use of
cloud services, such as ISO/IEC 27017 and ISOiIEC 27018, or equivalent.

(3) The internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platfonn provider, or both must

include the technical security standards (controls) in the internal controls and internet

gaming platform submitted to the boald for approval.
(4) The technical security standards (controls) must:

(a) Have a provision requiring review when changes occur to the internet gaming

platform.
(b) Be approved by the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform

provider's senior management.
(c) Be communicated to all affected employees and relevant external parties.

(d) Undergo review at planned intervals.
(e) Delineate the responsibilities of the internet gaming operator's staff, the intemet

gaming platform provider's staff, and the staff of any third parties for the
operation, service, and maintenance of the internet gaming platform or its
components, or both.

R 432.639a Test accounts.
Rule 639a. (1) An internet gaming operator or intemet gaming platform provider may

establish test accounts to be used to test the various components and operation of an

intemet gaming platform pursuant to internal controls adopted by the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider, which, at a minimum, must address all or
the following:

(a) The procedures for issuing funds used for testing, including the identification of
who may issue the funds and the maximum amount of funds that may be issued.

(b) The procedures for assigning each test account for use by only 1 individual.
However, an internet gaming operator may establish a specific scenario or
instance of a test account that may be shared by multiple users if each user's

activities are separately logged.
(c) The maintenance of a record for all test accounts, to include when they are

active, to whom they are issued, and the employer of the individual to whom
they are issued.

(d) The procedures for auditing testing activity by the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider to ensure the accountability of funds used for
testing and proper adjustments to gross receipts.

(e) The procedures for authorizing and auditing out-of-state test activity.
(2) Peer-to-peer games may be tested by a user with multiple test accounts if authorized

participants are not involved in game play.

R432.639b Live games.
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Rule 639b. (1) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider

must obtain written board approval to conduct live games or other similar type games.

Unless otherwise approved by the board in writing, the live game environment used to

conduct live games or similar games must be located in this state in a location approved

by the board.
(2) The live game service provider may be an internet gaming operator, internet

gaming platform provider, or an internet gaming supplier if approved by the

board . The live game service provider, shall adopt, implement, and maintain all
technical standards adopted in R 432.633(2) including the live game service
provider requirements contained in Appendix C.6 of the referenced technical

standards

R 432.639c Progressive jackpots.
Rule 639c. (1) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider

may offer a progressive jackpot that increases uniformly in value as the internet game is

played based upon an approved rate of progression and is awarded for a specific outcome

or event.
(2) The rules governing the award and the value of the progressive award must be readily

available to individuals and authorized participants.
(3) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider must obtain

approval from the board in the form and manner prescribed by the board before
offering, modiffing, or transferring a progressive jackpot on software approved by
the board under these rules.

(4) Two or more linked internet games offering the same progressive jackpot may be of
different denominations or have different minimum internet wagers required to win
the progressive jackpot, or both, if the probability of winning the progressive jackpot
is directly proportional to the minimum internet wager required to win that jackpot.

For example, if on the same link, a nickel game requires 20 credits (a $ 1 .00 wager), a

quarter game requires 8 credits (a $2.00 wager), and a dollar game requires 3 credits
(a $3.00 wager) to win the progressive jackpot, the probability of a winning internet

wager must be 3 times more likely on a linked dollar game than on the linked nickel
game, and twice as likely on a linked quarter game than on the linked nickel game.

Similarly, if among 3 linked quarter denomination games, the first required 2 credits
(a 50 cent wager), the second required 4 credits (a $1.00 wager), and the third
required 8 credits (a $2.00 wager) to play for the progressive jackpot, on each wager,

the probability of winning the jackpot would be twice as likely on the second game

than on the first game, and 4 times more likely on the third game than on the first
game.

(5) The internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or both must

ensure that progressive jackpot awards that have a reset amount greater than

$5,000.00 are reconciled at least once a month in accordance with approved internal
controls unless otherwise required by the board.

(6) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or both must
maintain a detailed record of the monthly reconciliation. An internet gaming operator
or its internet gaming platform provider, or both must also reconcile a progressive
jackpot before a transfer or modification.
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(7) The internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or both must

investigate the reason for any progressive amount variance exceeding $100.00 and

file an incident report with the board that must include corrective actions proposed or

taken to resolve the variance.
(8) An internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or both must

remove or make the progressive game unavailable to individuals and authorized

participants for all occurrences in which a game malfunctions or if otherwise required

by the board.
(9) The internet gaming operator or its internet gaming platform provider, or both that

chooses to restore a progressive jackpot previously made unavailable pursuant to this

rule, must restore the entire progressive jackpot amount. The amount restored must

include the entire jackpot, including the seed amount and all previously collected

authorized participant contributions.
(10) An internet gaming operator may remove or transfer a progressive jackpot upon

obtaining board approval as provided for in this rule and after notification to
individuals and authorized participants, which notification must be given not less than

10 days before a transfer or not less than 30 days before a removal.
(1 l) If a wide area progressive offered on the internet is removed, it must be restored or

transferred by the internet gaming platform provider or internet gaming supplier as

applicable. The amount restored or transferred must include the entire jackpot,

including the seed amount and all previously collected authorized participant
contributions.

R 432.639d Internet gaming networks.
Rule 639d. (1) With the approval of the board, I or more internet gaming operators may

participate in an internet gaming network as set forth in a written agreement that has been

executed by each internet gaming operator. The agreement must include all provisions

required by the board.
(2) Eachparty to an agreement for an intemet gaming network must be jointly and

severally liable for acts, omissions, and violations of the act or these rules.

PART 4. AUTHORIZED PARTICIPANT INTERNET WAGERS

R 432.641 Authorized participant complaints.
Rule 641. (1) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

include on its internet gaming platform a clear mechanism to advise authorized
participants of their right to make a complaint against the internet gaming operator, the

internet gaming platform provider, or another authorized participant (when collusion is
suspected or when an authorized participant is disruptive or abusive), including
information explaining how complaints can be filed, how complaints are resolved, and

how the authorized participant may submit a complaint to the board.
(2) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must attempt to

resolve all complaints with the authorizedparticipant.
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(3) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must investigate

each complaint and provide a response to the authorized participant within 10

calendar days after receipt of the complaint.
(a) In its response, the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider

must advise the authorized participant of his or her right to submit the complaint to

the board in the form and manner prescribed by the board'
(5) The complaint and the intemet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform

provider's response must be made in writing.
(6) Unless otherwise directed by the board, for complaints related to internet wagering

accounts, game outcomes, or illegal activity related to intemet gaming that cannot be

resolved to the satisfaction of the authorized participant, the intemet gaming operator

or internet gaming platform provider must promptly notifu the board of the complaint
and the intemet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform provider's response.

(7) On receipt of a complaint from an authorized participant or notification of an

unresolved complaint from an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform

provider, the board may conduct any investigation the board considers necessary and

may direct an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider to take

any corrective action the board considers appropriate.
(8) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must maintain

records related to authorized participant complaints for a minimum of 5 years and

must provide the records to the board on request.

R432.642 Bank secrecy act compliance.
Rule 642. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

comply with all provisions of the bank secrecy act of 1970,31 USC 531 I to 5332,

applicable to the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform provider's
internet gaming operation.
(2) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must, with regard

to its internet gaming operation, maintain records related to its compliance with the

bank secrecy act of 1970,31 USC 531 1 to 5332, including all currency transaction

reports, suspicious activity reports, and any supporting documentation, for a
minimum of 5 years. The internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider must provide the records to the board and any appropriate law enforcement
agencies on request consistent with the authorization prescribed in the bank secrecy

act of 1970,31 USC 531 1 to 5332, and applicable regulations.
(3) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must provide a

written notice to the board as soon as the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider becomes aware of a compliance review that is conducted by the

Internal Revenue Service under the bank secrecy act of 1970,31 USC 531 I to 5332,

and involves or impacts the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform
provider's internet gaming operation. The intemet gaming operator or internet
gaming platform provider must provide a copy of the compliance review report or the

equivalent to the board within 10 days after the receipt of the report by the internet
gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider.

R 432.643 Integrity monitoring/suspicious behavior.
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Rule 643. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

employ personnel responsible for ensuring the operation and integrity of internet gaming

*d t.rrii*ing all t"potts of suspicious behavior. Unless otherwise directed by the board,

an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must immediately

noti$ the board upon detecting or becoming aware of any of the following:
(a) Any person participating in internet wagering who is engaging in or attempting to

engage in, or who is reasonably suspected of, cheating, theft, embezzlement,

collusion, use of funds derived from illegal activity, money laundering, or any

other illegal activities, including those activities prohibited in section 13 of the act,

MCL 432.313.
(b) Any person who is reasonably suspected of misrepresenting their identity or using

false identification to establish or attempt to establish an internet wagering

account.
(c) Suspected criminal activity related to any aspect of intemet gaming.

(d) Any criminal or disciplinary proceedings commenced against the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider in connection with its internet

gaming.
(e) Any suspicious internet wagering activity or patterns that indicate a concern

regarding the integrity of an internet game or internet wagering.
(0 AnV other conduct that comrpts the outcome of an internet game or internet wager

(g) Any internet wagers that violate any applicable state or federal law.
(2) An internet gaming platform provider must promptly notifu any affected internet

gaming operators on behalf of which it accepts internet wagers of any issues impacting

the integrity of internet gaming.
(3) The board may require an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider to provide any hardware or software necessary to the board, or to an

independent lab approved by the board, for evaluation of its internet gaming offering or

to conduct further monitoring of data provided by its internet gaming platform.
(4) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must maintain
records demonstrating its compliance with this rule, including all reports of suspicious

behavior and any supporting documentation, for a minimum of 5 years and must provide

the records to the board on request.

R 432.644 Reserve requirement.
Rule 644. (l) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

maintain a reserve in the amount necessary to ensure the security of funds held in internet

wagering accounts. The reserve must be in the form of:
(a) Cash or cash equivalents maintained in a U.S. bank account segregated from the

internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform provider's operational
funds.

(b) An irrevocable letter of credit.
(c) Abond.
(d) Any other form acceptable to the board.
(e) Any combination of the allowable forms described in subdivisions (a) to (d) of

this subrule.
(2) The reserve must be not less than the sum of the following:
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(a) The daily ending cashable balance of all authorizedparticipants' internet

wagering accounts.
(b) Pending withdrawals.
(c) The sum of all pending internet wagers, funds transferred to an internet game not

yet wagered, and pending wins.
(3) Funds held in internet wagering accounts must not be automatically transferred by an

internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider. An internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider must not require an authorized
participant to transfer funds from his or her internet wagering account, in order to

circumvent this rule.
(4) Amounts available to authorized participants for play that are not redeemable for

cash may be excluded from the reserve computation.
(5) On request, the board may allow an internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider to combine the reserve for all of its Michigan internet gaming, or
all of its Michigan internet sports betting conducted under the lawful sports betting

act, 2019 PA 149, MCL 432.401 to 432.419, or both.
(6) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must have access

to all internet wagering account and transaction data to ensure the amount of its
reserye is sufficient. Unless otherwise directed by the board, an internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider must file a monthly attestation with
the board, in the form and manner prescribed by the board, that funds have been

safeguarded under this rule.
(7) The board may audit an internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform

provider's reserve at any time and may direct an internet gaming operator or internet
gaming platform provider to take any action necessary to ensure the purposes of this
rule are achieved, including but not limited to requiring the intemet gaming operator

or internet gaming platform provider to modi$ the form of its reserve or increase the
amount of its reserve.

R432.645 Voiding of intemet wagers.
Rule 645. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider may not

void a completed internet wager without board approval unless a void is necessary to

resolve an internet gaming platform or internet game elror or malfunction.

R 432.647 Negative internet wagering account balance prohibited.
Rule 647. An internet gaming platform must employ a mechanism that can detect and

prevent any intemet wagering or withdrawal activity initiated by an authorized
participant that would result in a negative balance of the internet wagering account.

Ft432.648 Minimum and maximum internet wager.
Rule 648. Unless otherwise prescribed by the board, there must be no limitation as to

the minimum or maximum internet wager an internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider may accept. This rule does not preclude an internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider from establishing its own minimum or maximum
internet wagers or limiting an authorized participant's internet wager for reasons
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considered necessary or appropriate by the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider.

F.432.649 Toumaments/contests and bonus and promotional wagering.

Rule 649. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider may

conduct an internet gaming tournament or contest on an authorized game subject to all of
the following:

(a) No internet gaming tournament or contest will be conducted unless the internet
gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, before the first time a
tournament or contest type is offered, files written notice with the board of its
intent to offer that tournament or contest type. The internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider may file a master tournament list with the

board to satisfu this requirement.
(b) Each internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

maintain a record of each tournament or contest type it offers, which must
address, at a minimum, all of the following:
(i) Internet game type (for example, hold 'em poker).
(ii) Rules concerning tournament or contest play and parlicipation.
(iii)Entry fee amount or amounts per participant.
(iv)Funding source amount or amounts comprising the prize pool (for example,

buy-ins, re-buys, or add-ons).
(v) Prize structure on payout.
(vi)Methodology for determining winner or winners.

(2) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider may conduct
internet gaming bonus and promotional wagering offers subject to all of the
following:

(a) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must
maintain a record of all bonus and promotional wagering offers related to
internet gaming in an electronic file that is readily available to the board.

(b) All bonus and promotional wagering offers must be stated in clear and

unambiguous terms and must be accessible by the authorized participant
after the offer is accepted and before completion.

(c) Offer terms and the record of all offers must include all of the following at
a minimum:
(i) The date and time the offer is active and expires.
(ii) Author ized p articipant eli gibility, including any limitations on

participation.
(iii)Any restriction on withdrawals of funds.
(iv)Wagering requirements and limitations by type of internet game.
(v) The order in which funds are used lor internet wagers.
(vi)Eligible internet games.
(vii) Rulesregardingcancellation.

(3) An internet gaming platform or internet gaming platform provider must provide a
clear and conspicuous method for an authorized participant to cancel his or her
participation in a bonus or promotional wagering offer that utilizes restricted gaming
credits that cannot be cashed out until a wagering requirement or other restrictions
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associated with the credits is met. If an authorizedparticipant elects to proceed with
cancellation, unrestricted funds remaining in an internet wagering account must be

returned according to the terms and conditions.
(4) Once an authorized participant has met the terms of a bonus or promotional wagering

offer, an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must not limit
winnings earned while participating in the offer.
(5) Intemet gaming operators or internet gaming platform providers may utilize celebrity

authorized participants or other authorized participants to participate in peer-to-peer

games for advertising or publicity purposes. Such authorizedparticipants may have their
internet wagering account funded in whole or in part by an internet gaming operator or

internet gaming platform provider.
(6) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider may pay a fee to

the celebrity authorized participant. If a celebrity authorized participant is utilized and the

celebrity authorized participant generates winnings that the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider does not permit the celebrity authorized participant to

retain, the winnings must be included in gross receipts in a manner approved by the

board.

PART 5. INTERNET WAGERING ACCOUNTS

R432.651 Single wagering account in use for intemet wagering.
Rule 651. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider shall

limit each authorized participant to one internet wagering account and username. Each

internet wagering account must be all of the following:
(a) Non-transferable.
(b) Unique to the authorized participant who establishes the internet wagering account.

(c) Distinct from any other account number that the authorized participant may have

established with the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider
except as set forth in subrule (2).

(2) An intemet wagering account must be separate and distinct from an internet sports

betting account established under the lawful sports betting act,2019 PA I49, MCL
432.401to MCL 432.419. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an internet wagering account

may be integrated with an internet sports betting account, subject to all of the following
conditions:

(a) Internet gaming transactions must be identified, recorded, accounted for, and

reported separately and distinctly from internet sports betting transactions
conducted under the lawful sports betting act,20l9 PA 149, MCL 432.401to
MCL 432,419,

(b) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must
comply with all applicable provisions of the act and these rules and any other
conditions considered appropriate by the board.

(3) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must implement
internal controls and publish procedures to terminate all accounts of any individual who
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establishes or seeks to establish multiple active internet wagering accounts, whether

directly or by use of another individual as a proxy.

R432.651a Age and identity verification.
Rule 651a. (l) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

veriff an individual's identity before allowing that individual to create an internet

wagering account and place an internet wager.
(2) Only an individual who is 21 years of age or older and not a prohibited person may

create an internet wagering account, deposit funds, or participate in internet wagering.

The intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must deny the ability
to create an internet wagering account, deposit funds, or participate in internet wagering

to any individual who is under 2I years of age or is a prohibited person. This subrule

shall not be construed to prevent an individual from creating an internet gaming account

and depositing funds to such an account even if they are prohibited from placing certain

wagers.
(3) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must use

commercially available and demonstrable standards to confirm that an individual
attempting to create an internet wagering account is not a prohibited person.

(4) Third-party service providers may be used for age and identity verification of
individuals attempting to create internet wagering accounts.

R 432.651b Data security of age and identity verification information.
Rule 65lb. Details of the age and identity verification process must be kept by the

internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider in a secure manner

approved by the board.

R 432.651c Handling of internet wagering accounts found to be used in fraudulent
manner.
Rule 651c. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must have

a documented system of internal controls for the handling of authorized participants or
other individuals discovered to be using internet wagering accounts in a fraudulent
manner, including, but not limited to the following:
(a) The maintenance of information about any authorized participant's activity or other

individual's activity, such that if fraudulent activity is detected, the internet gaming

operator or intemet gaming platform provider and the board have all of the necessary

information to take appropriate action.
(b) The suspension of any internet wagering account discovered to be providing
fraudulent access to prohibited persons.
(c) The treatment of deposits, intemet wagers, and wins associated with a prohibited
person's fraudulent use of an account and the confiscation of any winnings and things of
value of a prohibited person in accordance with partT of these rules.

P.432.652 Terms and conditions for internet wagering accounts.

Rule 652. (1) All terms and conditions for internet wagering accounts must be included

in the internal controls of the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
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provider and address all aspects of the internet wagering, including, but not limited to all

of the following:
(a) Name of the party or parties with whom the individual is entering into a

contractual relationship, including any licensee.

(b) Individual's consent to have the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider confirm the individual's age and identity.
(c) Rules and obligations applicable to the authorized participant including, but not

limited to, all of the following:
(i) Prohibition from allowing any other individual to access or use his or her

internet wagering account.
(ii) Prohibition from engaging in internet wagering activity unless physically

present in Michigan or another jurisdiction authorized under a

multijurisdictional internet gaming agreement entered into in accordance

with the act.
(iii)Prohibition from placing an internet wager while physically present in

another jurisdiction on an internet game not authorized by the actanda
multijurisdictional internet gaming agreement.

(iv)Consent to the monitoring and recording by the internet gaming operator,

internet gaming platform provider, or the board, or all 3 of any internet

wagering communications and geo graphic lo cation information.
(v) Consent to the jurisdiction of this state to resolve any disputes arising out of

internet wagering.
(vi)Prohibition against utilizing automated computerized software or other

equivalent mechanism, such as a "bot," to engage in play.
(d) Full explanation of all fees and charges imposed upon an authorized participant

related to internet wagering transactions.
(e) Availability of internet wagering account statements detailing the authorized

participant' s internet wagering account activity.
(f) Privacy policies, including information access.

(g) Legal age policy, including a statement that it is a criminal offense to allow an

individual who is under the age of 21 to participate in internet wagering.
(h) Full explanation of all rules applicable to dormant internet wagering accounts.

(i) Authorized participant's right to set responsible gaming limits and to self-
exclude.

O Authorized participant's right to suspend his or her internet wagering account

for a period of no less than7Z hours.
(k) Actions that will be taken if an authorized participant becomes disconnected

from the internet gaming platform during game play.
(l) Notice that amalfunction voids all pays.
(m)Estimated time period for withdrawal of funds from an internet wagering

account.
(2) If the intemet gaming terms and conditions are changed, the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider shall require the authorizedparticipar/-
to acknowledge acceptance of the change. Unless otherwise authorized by the board,

the authorized participant's acknowledgement must be date and time stamped by the

internet gaming platform.
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R 432.653 Authorized participant protections.

Rule 653. (1) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

provide an authorized participant protection information page that must be readily

accessible to each authorized participant. The authorized participant protection page must

be accessible to an authorized participant throughout an authorized participant session.

The authorized participant protection page must contain, aI a minimum, all of the

following:
(a) Method for changing or retrieving a password or other approved access security

feature and the ability to choose "strong authentication" login protection.

(b) Method for filing a complaint with the internet gaming operator or internet
gaming platform provider.

(c) Method for filing with the board an unresolved complaint after all reasonable

means to resolve the complaint with the intemet gaming operator or intemet
gaming platform provider have been exhausted utilizing forms and in the manner

prescribed by the board.
(d) Method for obtaining a copy of the intemet wagering terms and conditions

agreed to when establishing an internet wagering account'
(e) Method for the authorized participant to obtain his or her internet wagering

account and game history from the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider.
(0 Notification that underage gambling is a criminal offense and that anyone who

facilitates an individual under the age of 21 to place an internet wager has

committed a uiminal offense and must be prohibited from internet gaming.

(g) Notification that the authorized participant is responsible for configuring his or

her terminal's auto-lock feature to protect the terminal from unauthorized use.

(h) Notification that an authorized participant is prohibited from allowing any other

individual to access or use his or her internet wagering account.
(i) Information about potential risks associated with excessive participation in

internet wagering, and where to get help related to gaming responsibly.

C) A list of the available authorized participant protection measures that can be

invoked by the authorized participant, such as self-imposed limits, and

information on how to invoke those measures.
(k) Mechanisms in place for authorized participants to detect unauthorized use of

their internet wagering account, such as the authorized participant reviewing
credit card statements against known deposits.

0) Other authorized participant protections authorized by the board.
(2) Authorizedparticipants must be provided with an easy and obvious method to impose

limitations for internet wagering parameters including, but not limited to, deposits,

wagers, and time-based limitations. The self-imposed limitation method must provide

the following functionality :

(a) Upon receiving any self-imposed limitation order, the internet gaming operator

or internet gaming platform provider must ensure that all specified limits are

correctly implemented immediately or at the time that was clearly indicated to

the authorized participant.
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(b) The self-imposed limitations set by an authorized participant must not override

more restrictive internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider-

imposed limitations. The more restrictive limitations must take priority.
(c) Once established by an authorized participant and implemented by the internet

gaming platform, it must only be possible to reduce the severity of self-imposed

limitations upon24 hours' notice, or as required by the board.
(d) Self-imposed limitations must not be compromised by internal status events,

such as self-imposed exclusion.
(3) The self-imposed limitations must be available to the authorized participant

immediately after the internet wagering account is created, when placing a deposit

into his or her internet wagering account, and upon logging into his or her internet

wagering account.

R 432.654 Responsible gaming.
Rule 654. Each internet gaming operator's website or internet gaming platform must

display a responsible gaming logo in a manner approved by the board to direct an

authorized participant to the internet gaming operator's website or internet gaming

platform responsible gaming page. The responsible gaming page must be accessible to an

authorized participant during an avthoized participant session and must contain, but is

not limited to, the following:
(a) A prominent message,that states "If you or someone you know has a gambling

problem and wants help, call the Michigan Department of Health and Human
Services Gambling Disorder Help-line at:. 800 -27 0 -7 I 17" .

(b) A direct link to the Michigan Gaming Control Board Compulsive/Problem
Gambling website (https://www.michigan.gov/mgcb/0,4620,7-351-79256-231582-
-,00.html ) and other organizations based in the United States dedicated to helping
people with potential gambling problems.

(c) A clear statement of the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform
provider's policy and commitment to responsible gaming.

(d) Other responsible gaming measures required by the board.

R 432.655 Internet wagering account requirements.
Rule 655. To establish an internet wagering account, an intemet gaming operator or

internet gaming platform provider must do all of the following:
(a) Create an electronic authorized participant file, which must, at a minimum, include

the following:
(i) The authorized participant's legal name.
(ii) The authorized participant's date of birth.
(iii) The authorized participant's Social Security number, or the last 4 digits of the

Social Security number, or an equivalent identification number for a noncitizen
authorized participant, such as a passport or taxpayer identification number.
(iv) The authorized participant's internet wagering account number or username.
(v) The authorized participant's residential address. A post office box is not
acceptable.
(vi) The authorized participant's electronic mail address.

(vii) The authorized participant's telephone number.
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(viii) Any other information collected from the authorizedparticipant used to veriff
his or her identity.
(ix) The method used to veri$, the authorized participant's identity.
(x) The date of verification.

(b) Encrypt all of the following information contained in an electronic authorized
participant file:

(i) Any portion of the authorized participant's Social Security number or equivalent
identification number for a noncitizen authorizedparticipant, such as a passport or
taxpayer identifi cation number.
(ii) The authorized participant's passwords and PINs.
(iii) The authorized participant's personal financial information.

(c) Veriff the authorized participant's age and identity and record the date of verification
in accordance with any of the following:

(i) Reliable forms of personal identification specified in the intemet gaming
operator's or internet gaming platform provider's internal controls.
(ii) Other methodology for remote multi-source authentication, which may include
third-party and governmental databases, as approved by the board.

(d) Record the document number of the government issued identification credential
examined, if applicable. If a government issued identification credential is not required
for registration, the electronic record that details the process used to confirm the
authorized participant's identity must be recorded.
(e) Require the authorizedparticipant to establish a password or other access security
feature as approved by the board and advise the authorizedparticipant to utilize strong
authentication lo gin protection.
(f) Record the authorized partrcipant's acceptance of the internet gaming operator's or
internet gaming platform provider's internet wagering terms and conditions to participate
in internet gaming through the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform
provider's website.
(g) Record the authorizedpafiicipant's certification that the information provided to the
internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider is accurate.
(h) Record the authorized participant's acknowledgment that the legal age for intemet
wagering is2l, and that he or she is prohibited from allowing any other individual to
access or use his or her internet wagering account.
(i) Notifu the authorizedparticipant of the establishment of the account via electronic
mail.

R432.655a Internet wagering account funding.
Rule 655a. An authorizedparticipant's internet wagering account may be funded

through the use of any of the following:
(a) An authorized participant's credit or debit card.
(b) An authorized participant's deposit of cash or cash equivalent at a cashiering location

approved by the board.
(c) An authorized participant's reloadable prepaid card, which has been verified as being

issued to the authorized participant and is non-transferable.
(d) Promotional credit.
(e) Winnings.
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(f) Adjustments made by the internet gaming operator or intemet gaming platform

provider with documented notification to the authorized participant.
(g) ACH transfer, provided that the intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform

provider has security measures and controls to prevent ACH fraud regarding failed

ACH deposits.
(h) Wire transfer.
(i) Any other means approved by the board.

R432.655b Failed ACH deposits.
Rule 655b. A failed ACH deposit attempt is not considered fraudulent if the authorized

participant has successfully deposited funds via an ACH transfer on a previous occasion

with no outstanding chargebacks. Otherwise, the internet gaming operator or internet

gaming platform provider shall do all of the following:
(a) Temporarily block the authorized participant's internet wagering account for

investigation of fraud after 5 consecutive failed ACH deposit attempts within a 10-

minute period. If there is no evidence of fraud, the block may be vacated.

(b) Suspend the authorizedpafticipant's internet wagering account after 5 additional
consecutive failed ACH deposit attempts within a 10-minute period'

R 432.655c Transfer of funds prohibited.
Rule 655c. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must not

permit an authorized participant to transfer funds from one authorized participant's
internet wagering account to another authorized participant's internet wagering account

or any other wagering account belonging to another authorized participant.

R 432.655d Authorized participant account withdrawal.
Rule 655d. (1) An authorized parlicipant must be allowed to withdraw the funds

maintained in his or her internet wagering account, whether the account is open or closed,

except as otherwise provided in these rules, or any other applicable state or federal law.
(2) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must honor the

authorized participant's request to withdraw funds within 10 business days after the

request, unless the conditions set forth in subrule (3) of this rule are met.

(3) The intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider may decline to

honor an authorized participant's request to withdraw funds only if the internet gaming

operator or internet gaming platform provider believes in good faith that the authorized
participant engaged in either fraudulent conduct or other conduct that would put the
internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider in violation of the act and

these rules. In such cases, the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider must do all of the following:

(a) Provide notice to the authorized participant of the nature of the investigation of the

internet wagering account.
(b) Conduct its investigation in a reasonable and expedient fashion, providing the

authorized participant additional written notice of the status of the investigation
every tenth business day starting from the day the original notice was provided to
the authorized participant.
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(4) For purposes of this rule, a request for withdrawal is considered honored if it is
processed by the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider

notwithstanding a delay by a payment processor, credit card issuer, or the custodian of a

financial account.

R 432.65 5 e Internet wagering account review requirements'
Rule 655e. A11 adjustments to internet wagering accounts for amounts of $500.00 or

less must be periodically reviewed by supervisory personnel as set forth in the internet

gaming operator's or internet gaming platform provider's internal controls. All other

adjustments must be authorized by supervisory personnel before being entered.

R 432.65 6 Internet wagering account information.
Rule 656. (1) An internet gaming platform must provide an account statement with

account details to an authorizedparticipant on demand, which must include detailed

account activity for at least 6 months. In addition, an internet gaming platform must,

upon request, be capable of providing a summary statement of all authorized participant
activity during the past 2 years. Information provided on the summary statement must

include, but not be limited to, the following:
(a) Deposits to the internet wagering account.
(b) Withdrawals from the internet wagering account.
(c) Win or loss statistics.
(d) Beginning and ending internet wagering account balances.
(e) Self-imposed limit history, if applicable.

(2) An intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must periodically
re-veriff an authorized parlicipant's identification upon reasonable suspicion that the

authorized participant' s identificati on has been compromi sed.

P.432.657 Intemet wagering account closure.
Rule 657. An internet gaming platform must provide a conspicuous and readily

accessible method for an authorized participant to close his or her internet wagering
account through the account management or similar page or through the intemet gaming
platform customer support team. Any balance remaining in an internet wagering account
closed by an authorized participant shall be refunded pursuant to the internet gaming

operator's or internet gaming platform provider's internal controls.

R 432.658 Internet wagering dormant accounts.
Rule 658. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider shall

consider an internet wagering account to be dormant if the authorized participant has not
logged into the internet wagering account for at least 3 years. A dormant internet
wagering account must be closed by the internet gaming operator or internet gaming
platform provider. Any balance remaining in a dormant internet wagering account must
be refunded or escheated in accordance with the internet gaming operator's or internet
gaming platform provider' s internal controls.

P.432.659 Suspension and restoration of internet wagering accounts.
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Rule 659. (1) An internet gaming platform must employ a mechanism that places an

internet wagering account in a suspended mode under any of the following conditions:

(a) When requested by the authorized participant for a specified period of time, which
must not be less than72 hours.

(b) When required by the board.
(c) Upon a determination that an authorized participant is a prohibited person.

(d) When initiated by an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider that has evidence that indicates any of the following:
(i) Illegal activity.
(iD A negative internet wagering account balance.
(iii) A violation of the intemet wagering account terms and conditions has taken

place on an authorized participant's internet wagering account.

(2) When an internet wagering account is in a suspended mode, the internet gaming

platform must do all of the following:
(a) Prevent the authorizedparticipant from internet wagering.
(b) Prevent the authorizedparticipant from depositing funds unless the account is

suspended due to having a negative internet wagering account balance but only to
the extent the internet wagering account balance is brought back to zero dollars.

(c) Prevent the authorized participant from withdrawing funds from his or her
suspended account, unless the suspended mode was initiated by the authorized
participant.

(d) Prevent the authorizedparticipant from making changes to his or her internet
wagering account.

(e) Prevent the removal of the internet wagering account from the intemet gaming
platform.

(f) Prominently display to the authorized participant that the internet wagering
account is in a suspended mode, the restrictions placed on the internet wagering
account, and any further course of action needed to remove the suspended mode.

(3) A suspended account may be restored for any of the following reasons:
(a) Upon expiration of the time period established by the authorized participant.
(b) If authorizedby the board.
(c) When the authorizedparticipant is no longer a prohibited person.

(d) When the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider has lifted
the suspended status.

PART 6. AUDIT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

Pt432.661 Internal control standards applicability of part.
Rule 661. This part applies to intemet gaming operators and internet gaming platform

providers.

F.432.662 Purpose
Rule 662. The procedures of the internal control standards are designed to ensure all of

the following:
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(a) Assets are safeguarded.
(b) The financial records of the internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform

provider are accurate and reliable.
(c) The transactions of the internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform
provider are performed only in accordance with the act and these rules.

(d) The transactions are recorded adequately to permit the proper recording of the

adjusted gross receipts, fees, and all applicable taxes and payments.
(e) Accountability of assets is maintained pursuant to generally accepted accounting

principles.
(f) Only authorized personnel have access to assets.

(g) Internet wagering account balances are complete and accutate, and appropriate action

is taken with respect to discrepancies.
(h) Internet wagering accounts and personal identifiable information are adequately
protected.
(i) The functions, duties, and responsibilities are appropriately segregated and performed

pursuant to sound practices by competent, qualified personnel and that no employee of
the internet gaming operator, the internet gaming platform provider, a supplier, a
registered vendor, or a third-party provider is in a position to perpetuate and conceal

erors or irregularities in the normal course of the employee's duties.

O Internet gaming is conducted with integrity and in accordance with the act and these

rules.

P.432.663 Board approval of internal control standards and requirements.
Rule 663. (1) Unless otherwise provided for by the board, before beginning internet

gaming, an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, or both, must
submit its administrative and accounting procedures in detail in a written system of
intemal control for board review and written approval. A written system of internal
controls must include a detailed narrative description of the administrative and

accounting procedures designed to satisfr the requirements of these rules.
(2) The written system of internal controls must address the following items, at a

minimum:
(a) Procedures for responding to a failure of the internet gaming platform (i.e.,

game, system, communications, or platform malfunction), including procedures
for restoring internet gaming. The internet gaming operator or internet gaming
platform provider, or both, must also file with the board an incident report for
each significant platform failure and document the date, time, and reason for the

failure along with the date and time the system is restored.
(b) User access controls for all internet gaming personnel.
(c) Segregation of duties.
(d) Automated and manual risk management procedures.
(e) Procedures for identi$'ing and reporting fraud and suspicious conduct.
(f) Procedures to prevent wagering by prohibited persons.
(g) Procedures for internet gaming operator-imposed or internet gaming platform

provider-imposed exclusion of authorized participants, including the following:
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Providing a notification containing operator-imposed or intemet gaming

platform provider-imposed exclusion Status and general instructions for
resolution.

(ii) Ensuring that immediately upon executing the operator-imposed or internet
gaming platform provider-imposed exclusion order, no new wagers or
deposits are accepted from the authorizedparticipant, until such time as the

operator-imposed or internet gaming platform provider-imposed exclusion
has been revoked.

(iii) Ensuring that the authorized participant is not prevented from withdrawing
any or all of his or her account balance, if the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider acknowledges that the funds have

cleared, and that the reason or reasons for exclusion would not prohibit a
withdrawal.

(h) Description of anti-money laundering compliance standards.
(i) Process for submitting or receiving approval of all types of internet games and

wagers available.
(j) Description of process for accepting wagers and issuing payouts, plus any

additional controls for accepting wagers and issuing payouts in excess of
$10,000.00.

(k) Description of process for voiding or cancelling wagers and refunding the
authorized participant in accordance with these rules.

0) Description of process for accepting multiple wagers from one authorized
participant ina24-hour cycle, including process to identify authorized
participant structuring of wagers to circumvent recording and reporting
requirements.

(m) Procedure for the recording of and reconciliation of internet gaming transactions.
(n) Procedures for issuance and acceptance of promotional funds for intemet

gaming.
(o) Description of all integrated third-party platforms.
(p) Procedures for identi$'ing and restricting prohibited persons.
(q) Description of process to close out dormant accounts.

G) Procedures for making adjustments to an internet wagering account, providing a
method for an authorized participant to close out an account and how an

authorized participant will be refunded after the closure of an account or how
funds will be escheated.

(s) Procedures to veri$ each authorizedparticipant's physical location pursuant to
part3 of these rules.

(t) Procedures for the security and sharing of personal identifiable information of an

authorized participant, funds or financial information in an intemet wagering
account, and other information as required by the board. The procedures must
include the means by which an internet gaming operator or intemet gaming
platform provider, or both, will provide notice to an authorized participant
related to the sharing of personal identifiable information.

(u) Detailed responsible gaming measures.
(v) Method for securely implementing the responsible gaming database.

(D
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(w) Methods for securely issuing, modiffing, and resetting an authorized
participant's account password, personal identification number (PIN), or other
approved security feature, if applicable. Any method must include notification
to the authorized participant following any modification via electronic or regular
mail, text message, or other manner approved by the board. Such methods must
include, at a minimum, one of the following:
O Proof of identity, if in person.
(ii) The correct response to 2 or more challenge questions.
(iii) Strong authentication.

(x) Procedures for receiving, investigating, and responding to all authorized
participant complaints.

(V) In detail, the location of the internet gaming servers, including any third-party
remote location servers, and what controls will be in place to ensure security of
the intemet gaming servers.

(z) Technical security standards (controls) required by these rules.
(aa) Procedures for registration of authorized parlicipants and establishing internet

wagering accounts, including a procedure for authenticating the age, identity,
and physical address of an applicant for an internet wagering account and
whether the applicant is prohibited from establishing or maintaining an account
under applicable laws or regulations.

(bb) Procedures for terminating an internet wagering account and the return of any
funds remaining in the internet wagering account to the authorized participant or
confiscation of funds in accordance with these rules.

(cc) Procedures for the logging in and authentication of an authorized participant to
enable the authorizedparticipant to commence internet gaming and the logging
off of the authorized participant when the authorizedparticipant has completed
play, including a procedure to automatically log an authorized participant out of
the internet wagering account after a specified period of inactivity.

(dd) Procedures for the crediting and debiting of an internet wagering account.
(ee) Procedures for withdrawing funds from an internet wagering account by the

authorized participant.
(ff) Procedures for the protection of an authorized participant's funds, including the

segregation of an authorizedparticipant's funds from operating funds of the
internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, or both.

(gg) Procedures and security for the calculation and recording ofgross receipts,
adjusted gross receipts, and winnings.

(hh) Procedures and security standards as to receipt, handling, and storage ofinternet
gaming equipment.

(ii) Procedures and security standards to protect and respond to an individual's
suspected or actual hacking of or tampering with the internet gaming operator's
or internet gaming platform provider's internet gaming website or internet
gaming devices and associated equipment.

(j) Procedures and appropriate measures implemented to deter, detect, and, to the
extent possible, prevent cheating, including collusion, and use of cheating
devices, including the use of software programs that make bets according to
algorithms.
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(kk) Procedures to govern emergencies, including suspected or actual cyber-attacks

on, hacking of, or tampering with the internet gaming platform, internet gaming

website or internet gaming devices and associated equipment. The procedures

must include the process for the reconciliation or repayment of an authorized

participant's internet wagering account.
(ll) Policies and procedures in connection with the internal audit function of its

intemet gaming operations.
(mm) Establishing policies and procedures with respect to credit.
(ntr) Any other items considered necessary by the board.

(3) To the extent a third-party is involved in or provides any of the internal controls

required in these rules, the internet gaming operator's or internet gaming platform
provider's intemal controls, or the controls of both of them, must document the roles and

responsibilities of the third-party and must include procedures to evaluate the adequacy

of and monitor compliance with the third-party's internal control procedures.

P.432.663a Amendments to internal controls.
Rule 663a. Unless otherwise provided by the board, all of the following provisions

apply to amendments to the internal control procedures:

(a) Amendments to any portion of the internal control procedures must be submitted to

the board for approval. If within 30 days the board has not approved, denied, or
otherwise provided written notice, an internet gaming operator or internet gaming
platform provider, or both, may implement the amended internal controls as submitted
with the board retaining its authority to require further amendment, approval, or denial.
(b) The board may, in writing, approve, deny, or require a revision to the amendment to
the internal control procedures. If the internet gaming operator or intemet gaming
platform provider, is notified of a required revision, the internet gaming operator or
internet gaming platform provider must work with the board to address the revision.
(c) If the board requests additional information, clarification, or revision of an

amendment to an internal control and the internet gaming operator or internet gaming
platform provider, or both, fail to satisfr the request within 30 days after the board
request, the board shall consider the amendment denied and it cannot be implemented

or, if previously implemented under subdivision (a) of this rule, the internet gaming

operator or intemet gaming platform provider has 15 days to cease implementation of
that amendment. If the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider
subsequently wants to pursue the amendment, it must resubmit the request along with
the additional information previously requested by the board.

R 432.663b Emergency procedures.
Rule 663b. (1) In the event of an emergency, the internet gaming operator or internet

gaming platform provider, or both, may temporarily amend an internal control procedure.

The executive director or his or her designee must be notified that an emergency exists
before temporarily amending an internal control procedure.
(2) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, or both, must

submit the temporary emergency amendment of the internal control procedures to the

executive director or his or her designee within 3 days of the amendment. The
submission must include the detailed emergency procedures that will be implemented
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and the time period the emergency procedures will be temporarily in place. Any
concerns the board has with the submission must be addressed with the internet

gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, or both.
(3) As soon as the circumstances necessitating the emergency amendment to the internal

control procedures abate, an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider, or both, shall resume compliance with the approved internal control
procedures.

Ft432.663c Failure to comply with requirements.

Rule 663c. If the board determines that the administrative or accounting procedures or
written internal control procedures of the internet gaming operator or internet gaming
platform, or both, do not comply with the requirements of these rules or require
improvement, the board shall notifu the internet gaming operator or internet gaming

platform provider, or both, in writing. Within 15 days after receiving the notification, the

internet gaming operator or intemet gaming platform provider must amend its procedures

and written internal control procedures accordingly and must submit, for board approval,

a copy of the written internal control procedures, as amended, and a description of any

other remedial measure taken.

P.432.664 Compliance with internal controls.
Rule 664. (1) Internet gaming operators and internet gaming platform providers must

comply with all internal controls.
(2) If aninternet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider fails to comply
with any provision of its internal controls, the board may initiate a disciplinary action.

R 432.665 Accounting records.
Rule 665. (1) An internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform provider must

maintain complete, accurate, and legible records of all transactions related to their
internet gaming, including transactions pertaining to revenues, expenses, assets,

liabilities, and equity in conformance with generally accepted accounting principles.
(2) The board may direct an intemet gaming operator and internet gaming platform
provider to alter the manner in which the records are maintained if the internet gaming

operator's and internet gaming platform provider's records are not in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles or if the records are not in sufficient detail.
(3) The accounting records must be maintained using a double entry system of
accounting with transactions recorded on the accrual basis and supported by detailed
subsidiary records.
(4) The detailed subsidiary records must include, at aminimum, all of the following:

(a) Detailed general ledger accounts identi$ing all revenue, sxpenses, assets,

liabilities, and equity.
(b) A record of all investments, advances,loans, and accounts receivable balances

due the establishment.
(c) A record ofall loans and other accounts payable.
(d) A record of all accounts receivable written off as uncollectible.
(e) Journal entries prepared.
(f) Tax work papers used in preparation of any state or federal tax retum if applicable.
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(g) Records supporting the accumulation of the costs for complimentary services and

items. A complimentary service or item provided to individuals in the normal course

of an internet gaming business must be recorded in an amount based upon the full
retail price normally charged for the service or item or as is otherwise consistent with
generally accepted accounting principles.
(h) Records required by the internal control system.
(i) Other records that the board requires to be maintained.

(5) The internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform provider must maintain all
records supporting the adjusted gross receipts.
(6)If an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider, or both, fails to
maintain the records used by it to calculate the adjusted gross receipts, the board may

compute and determine the amount upon the basis of an audit conducted by the board

using available information.

Ft432.665a Annual audits and annual compliance repofts.
Rule 665a. (1) All of the following provisions apply to annual and special audits and

other reports:
(a) The board requires an annual audit of the financial condition of the internet
gaming operator's and internet gaming platform provider's total internet gaming

operations. For an internet gaming operator licensed as a casino under the Michigan
Gaming Control and Revenue Act, the audit prepared pursuant to section 14 of the
Michigan Gaming Control and Revenue Act, 1996IL 1, MCL 432.214, satisfies this
requirement. An independent cerlified public accountant must perform the annual

audit.
(b) The annual audit must be performed and presented in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles and contain the opinion of the independent certified
public accountant as to its fair preparation and presentation in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.
(c) To assure the integrity of internet gaming and compliance with the act and these

rules, the board may require a special audit of an internet gaming operator or an

internet gaming platform provider, or both, to be conducted by board personnel or an

independent certified public accountant. The board shall establish the scope,
procedures, and reporting requirements of a special audit. For an internet gaming

operator who is an Indian tribe, the scope of the special audit must be limited to the

internet gaming operator's internet gaming operations.
(2) The board shall require annual compliance reports to be prepared by the intemet
gaming operator or the internet gaming platform provider, or both, and submitted in a
manner and form prescribed by the board. The annual compliance report must address all
of the following areas:

(a) Compliance with procedures to ascertain that adjusted gross receipts are

determined and state and local taxes or payments are paid, in conformity with the act

and these rules.
(b) Compliance with applicable ordinances and agreements with other governmental
authorities.
(c) Compliance with internal control procedures, accounting procedures, credit
procedures, dispute procedures, and board-imposed security and safety requirements.
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(d) A material deviation from the internal control procedures, accounting procedures,

credit and dispute procedures, and board-imposed security and safety requirements.

(e) Conective action taken to resolve deficiencies observed in subdivisions (a) to (d)

of this subrule.
(f; Other matters required by the board to measure compliance with the act and these

rules.
(3) The board shall determine the date of filing and the number of copies of audits or

reports required under this rule. The audits or reports must be received by the board or
postmarked no later than the required filing date.

(4) The reporting year-end of the internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform
provider is December 31 unless otherwise approved by the board.

R 432.665b Board access to platform data.

Rule 665b. The internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider must

provide access to internet gaming platform related data as considered necessary by the

board and in a manner approved by the board.

R 432.666 Records retention.
Rule 666. (1) Each internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must maintain,

in a place secure from theft, loss, or destruction, adequate records of its business and

accounting operations. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must

make the records available to the board, upon request, within a time provided for by the

board. An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must hold the records for
not less than 5 years. The records must include, but not be limited to, all of the following:

(a) All conespondence with, or reports to, the board or any local, state, tribal, or
federal governmental agency.

(b) All correspondence concerning the business of an internet gaming operator or
intemet gaming supplier.

(2) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must keep and maintain, in a
manner and form required by the board, accurate, complete, and legible records of
any books, tecords, or documents pertaining to, prepared in, or generated by, the

internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier, including, but not limited to, all
of the following:
(a) Forms.
(b) Reports.
(c) Accounting records.
(d) Ledgers.
(e) Subsidiary records.
(f) Computer generated data.
(g) Internal audit records.
(h) Conespondence.
(i) Personnel records.

(3) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must keep and maintain the

books, records, or documents in a manner and form approved or required by the board.
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(4) An internet gaming operator or internet gaming supplier must organize and index all
required rscords in a manner that enables the board to locate, inspect, review, and analyze

the records with reasonable ease and efficiency.
(5) For an internet gaming operator that is an Indian tribe, records required to be

maintained under this rule are limited to those records related to the internet gaming

operator' s internet gaming operations.

F.432.667 Taxes and payments.
Rule 667. (l) The internet gaming platform must be able to generate reports supporting

adjusted gross receipts, wagering liability, winnings, and any other reports considered

necessary by the board or as required by the internal controls. The reporting must be

done on a form and in the manner prescribed by the board.
(2) An internet gaming operator who fails to remit to the board the tax or payment

imposed under the act is liable for payment of a fine, as determined by the board of up to
25o/o per month of the amounts ultimately found to be due, to be recovered by the board.

R 432.668 Write-offs/amounts returned/disputed credit or debit charges.

Rule 668. (1) An internet gaming operator shall not receive a deduction from gross

receipts unless written approval is granted by the board for the following:
(a) Amounts returned to an authorized participant because of a game, platform, or

system malfunction or because the internet wager must be voided because of
concerns regarding integrity of the wager or game that were previously included

in the computation of gross receipts.
(b) Uncollectible markers or successfully disputed credit or debit card charges that

were previously included in the computation of gross receipts. Discretionary
write-offs by the internet gaming operator do not constitute an uncollectible
marker.

(2) An internet gaming operator must submit for board review and approval a written
request, including all supporting documentation, of the deductions it would like to
take against gross receipts.

PART 7. RESPONSIBLE GAMING; PROHIBITED PERSON

P.432.671 Establistrnent and maintenance of the responsible gaming database.

Rule 671. (1) The board shall establish a responsible gaming database that contains a
list of individuals uiho are prohibited from establishing an internet wageririg account or
participating in internet lvagering otfered by an internet gaming operator.
(2) The executive director may place an individual's name in the responsible gaming

database for any of the fbllowing reasons:
(a) 'llhe individual has been convicted in any juriscliction of a fe lonyo a crime of moral

turpitude, or a crime involving gaming.
(b) The individual has violated the act or auother gaming-related law.
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(c) The inclividual has perfbrmed an act or has a notorious or unsavory reputation

such that the individual's parlicipation in internet wagering unde r the act would

aclversely af{bct public conficlence ancl trust in intemet gaming.

(cl) The inclividual's name is on a valid and currenl exslusion list rnaintained by this

state or anotherjurisdiction in the Lhrited States.

(e) A coud has orclercd the p.lacement of an individual's name in the responsible

gaming database.
(1) The intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider has requested

an individual's name be included in the responsible garning database.

(g) Any other reason the executive director considers appropriate to protect the

integrity of internet gaming under the act and these rules.
(3) An internet gaming operator or internet garning platform provider may request an

individtral's name be included in the responsible gaming ciatabase. The request must be

clone in the manner: and fcrrm prescribcd by the executive director, but niust at a nrinimunr

inclurde all of the fbllowing:
(a) The individual's name and other identifying inlbrmatir:n.
(b) The reason u'h,v the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platlbrm prnvider

believes the individual should bc included.
(c) Any evidence that supports the request.
(d) Any other information requested by the executive director.

(4) lf the executive director places an indivjdual in the responsible gaming database. it
shall notiff the individual. '.t'his notification must include the basis for the individual's
placement in the responsible gaming database iurd explain that the individual is
prohibited from establishing an internet wagering accouut or making an internet wager as

authorized by the act and these nrles.
(5) An excluded pe rson may requcst a lrearing uude r tliese rules to contest placement in
the responsible gaming database. It is the exoiuclecl person's r:esponsibilit3r to prove by

clear and convincing evidence wh,v- he or she should not be in the responsible gaming

database.
(6) tnvoluntary placement in the responsible gaming database is permanent, unless

removed by the executive director. The executive clirector shall clnly remove an excluded
person frorn the responsible gaming database if the excLuded person no longer satisfies

the criteria for placement.

P.432.672 Voluntaly placemettt in the responsible gatning database.

Rute 672. (1) An individual may have his or her name placed in the responsible gaming

database for a period of 1 or 5 years by submitting a request in the manner and form
prescribed by the execntive clirector.
(2) An individual seeking voluntary placement in tlie resptxtsible garning elatabase must

agree to release the state' the boald and its emploS'ss5 and agents, the internet garning

operator, the internet ganring platforrn provider, and each of their respective officers,
directors. employees, ancl agents from any harm, monetary or otherwise, that may arise as

a consequence of placing his or her name in the responsible gaming datzrbase.

(3) The executive director shall not include an individual in the responsible gaming

database until the individual has provided all necessary information.
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(4) If an internet gaming operator or internet garaing platfonn provider prohibits a

vgluntarily-excluded person in tlre responsible gaming database fi'om engaging in other

fiirms of gtrming authorized by law in this state or in another jurisdiction, the limitation

shall only be for the 1 or 5 year placernent chosen b.v the voluntarily-excluded person.

P.432.673 Distribution of the r:esponsible garning database.

Rule 673. (1) The executive director shall provicle the internet gaming operator irnd

internet gaming plat{brm provider with inlbrmation the executive director considers

necessary to carry r:ut the pulposes of the act and these rules'
(2) lnternet gaming operators and internet gaming trrlatfcrrm proviclers may only usc the

infbrmation as provicled fbr in the internal controls and as is consistent with the act and

these rules.
(3) Use of inforrnation from the responsible gaming clatabase frrr a purpose cther than

what is provided for in the act or these rules ma,v resnlt in disciplinary action by the board

against the licensee or a civil fine. Nothing in this part is inter,cled to preclude the

disclosure of such iuformation pursuant to subpoena or other legal process.

R 432.67 4 Self-exclusion list.
Rule 674. (l ) Eaoh internet gaming <lperator and internet gaming platfbrm provider

nrust establish and maintain a self-e,vclusion list as prescribed in the act, in these rules, by

direction of the executive clirector, and in accordance with intemal controls.
(2) '|.'he self-exclusion list must Lre designed to safegnard the confielentiality of the

infilrmation.
(3) An individual may have his or her name aclded to the self-exclusion list maintained
by the internet gaming operator or internet gaming platfonn provider if he or she agrees

to release the state, the board and its enrployees and agents, the ifiternst ganring operator,

the internet gaming betting platform provider, rurd each of their respective officers,
directors, employees, and agents fiom any hann, monetat'y or otherwise. that may arise as

a consequence of placing his or her name in the responsible gaming database or self--

exclusion List.

(4) Any individLral requesting placement in fhe self'-exclusion list must submit through

his or her internet r.vagering ascount or by another msa11s authorized by the board, a

completed request for self-exclusion.
(5) An intemet gaming operator or intemet gaming platfcrrm provider nray disclose the

names <lflvclluntarily-excluded persons on the self-exclusion list to a person licensed or
registered by the boald for the puryose of allowing the third-partv to remove the names of
such individuals from a targeted rnailing or other advertising or promotion to be made on
behalf of an intemet gaming operator or internct gaming platform provider.
(6) A licensecl or registerecl thirdrparty that obtains the self'-exclusion list frorn an

internet gaming operator or internet gaming plallbrm provider is permitted to use the list
solely to exclude narnes and other information from targeted mailings or other advertising
or promotion made on behalf of the internet ganring operator or internet garning platform
provider. The third-party to whclm the infirnnation is disclosed shall not distribute or
disclose the information to the public or any other person. Disclosure may result in
disciplinary action or civil fine.
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R 432.67 5 Proh:ibited persons.

Rule 675. (1) An internet gaming operator and au internet gaming platftrrm prclvider

nrust make reasonable effofis to prevent a prohibited person flom establishing an internet

wagering acconnt ancl not permit the prohibited person to place an intemet wager based

on the most current infarnration available to tlre internet garning operator and internet

gaming platfi:rm provider, This subrule shall not be construed tci prevetil an individual

from creating an internet garning accorurt and depositing firnds to such an account even if
they are prohibited liom placing certain wagers.
(2) lf an internet gaming operator or intefiret gaming platfcrr:m provider detects, or is

notified 6f, an individual suspected of being a prohibitecl person who hacl engaged or is

engaging in prohibited internet wagering, the internet gaming operator or internet

gaming platform provider, or both, must use reasonable meastues to verifi'' r.vhether the

individual is prohibited or not. .lf the internet gaming operator or internst garrring

platfonn prclvider cannot establish by reasonable measures that the individual is
prohibited, the individual is presumed to not be a prohibited persr:n for the purposes of
this rule.

(3) Upon verification of a prolribited status. the interret gaming operator or internet
gaming platfirrm provider, or both, must do both o1'the {bllou'ing:

(a) Imrnediately prohibit access to the individual's iuternet wagering account.

(b) Seize from the individual arry winnings or things of value obtained frorn engaging

in internet wagering.
(a) The internal controls of an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform
provider must contain procedures for processing any wimings or things of value

confiscated or withheld from a prohibited person.

P.432.676 Duty of internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform provider.

Rule 676. (1) An internet gaming operator and internet gaming platform provider must

make reasonable efforts to prohibit a prohibited person from establishing an internet

wagering account and from participating in internet wagering offered under the act and

these rules. This subrule shall not be construed to prevent an individual from creating an

internet gaming account and depositing funds to such an account even if they are

prohibited from placing certain wagers.
(2) If an internet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider becomes aware

that a prohibited person has established an internet wagering account or has participated

in internet wagering, the intemet gaming operator or internet gaming platform provider
must provide written notice to the executive director. Any wager made by a prohibited
person must be cancelled and the internet wagering account used to place the wager must

be suspended or closed.


